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Executive Summary of Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030 for Phase 1 and
2 from June 200S-July 2009

1.

BACKGROUND FOR MINNESOTA SUSTAINABLE BUILDING 2030:

In the summer of 2007, the Minnesota Climate Change Advisory Group recommended that to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in buildings, a similar approach to the national Architecture 2030 should be
adopted for Minnesota. Architecture 2030 outlines specific performance targets for energy use in
buildings until 2030. Every five years, the total energy use in buildings is to be reduced starting in 2010
by 60% and ending in 2030 as a 100% reduction (net zero carbon). The benchmark for these reductions in
the national program is the energy use of the average building in 2003 found in the federal Commercial
Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) database.
•

•

2010 - 60% reduction in carbon producing fuel used for building energy.
2015 - 70% reduction in carbon producing fuel used for building energy.
2020 - 80% reduction in carbon producing fuel used for building energy.
2025 - 90% reduction in carbon producing fuel used for building energy.
2030 - 100% reduction in carbon producing fuel used for building energy.

In the spring of 2008, the Minnesota Legislature passed legislation designating the Center for Sustainable
Research at the University of Minnesota to develop a Minnesota program reflecting the goals of
Architecture 2030. This program was named Sustainable Buildings 2030 (SB 2030). Highlights of the
legislation (Minn. Stat. §216B.241, subd. _) include the following:
1) "The purpose of this subdivision is to establish cost-effective energy-efficiency performance
standards for new and substantially reconstructed commercial, industrial, and institutional
buildings that can significantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions by lowering energy use in
new and substantially reconstructed buildings"
2) "The commissioner (of Commerce) and the Center for Sustainable Building Research shall,
in consultation with utilities, builders, developers, building operators, and experts in building
design and technology, develop a Sustainable Building 2030 implementation plan that must
address, at a minimum, the following issues:
a. training architects to incorporate the performance standards in building
design;
b. incorporating the pelformance standards in utility conservation
improvement programs; and
C. developing procedures for ongoing monitoring of energy use in
buildings that have adopted the performance standards."
3) "Additional work may include
a. research, development, and demonstration of new energy-efficiency technologies and
techniques suitable for commercial, industrial, and institutional buildings;
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b. analysis and evaluation of practices in building design, construction,
commissioning and operations, and analysis and evaluation of energy
use in the commercial, industrial, and institutional sectors;
c. analysis and evaluation of the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of
Sustainable Building 2030 performance standards, conservation
improvement programs, and building energy codes;
d. development and delivery of training programs for architects,
engineers, commissioning agents, technicians, contractors, equipment
suppliers, developers, and others in the building industries; and
e. analyze and evaluate the effect of building operations on energy use."

In the summer of 2008, the Center for Sustainable Building Research assembled a team of experts to
develop the Sustainable Building 2030 program for new and substantially renovated buildings. The scope
of work completed by June 30, 2009 consisted of the following tasks:
A) Establish and convene the SB 2030 steering committee consisting of the consulting
team and key state employees to assist the consultant team in formulating SB 2030
policy.
B) Establish and convene the SB 2030 advisory committee consisting of organizations and building
experts from Minnesota to review the SB 2030 project.
C) Create appropriate energy use benchmarks for Minnesota by investigating similar programs,
generating modeling results, and comparing benchmark approaches. Recommend benchmarks for
the Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030 program.
D) Create a case study database of exemplary Minnesota projects by establishing data collection
protocol, identifying case studies, collecting data, and evaluating actual performance.
E) Assist in the development of utility conservation programs by identifying
appropriate strategies, determining costs, analyzing cost effectiveness, and
identifying program approaches.
F) Identify goals, options and barriers related to effective ongoing building operations. Develop
recommendations for programs to ensure efficient operations.
G) Recommend a plan for tracking energy use in SB 2030 buildings.
H) Create a knowledge base that can become a comprehensive web site for case
studies and educational material to assist the building community in implementing
the SB 2030 program.
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2.

RESEARCH:

2a. Overall Findings:
After nearly a year of research and study, the Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030 Project Team
found the following:
Buildings can be and are being designed and constructed to meet the 2010 energy
standard of the SB 2030 program and beyond.
Meeting the SB 2030 energy standards is cost effective in essentially every building type.
It is important to develop a benchmarking methodology for Minnesota that can be
accepted as accurate, consistent, comprehensive and fair for all building types in this
climate.
Effective on-going operations is critical to ensure the lasting benefits of the building
energy reduction design.
Utility incentive programs that are perceived as cost effective and beneficial to the
building owners are essential to the success of this program.
Continued education and training programs for Minnesota designers, engineers and
building operators are fundamental to the initiation of the
SB 2030.
• With continued education, assistance, incentives, tracking and verifying results,
Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030 can be a very effective program to reduce energy
use and carbon emissions in buildings.

2b. Research Summary: Development of a Minnesota SB 2030 Benchmark by the Weidt Group:
The Sustainable Building 2030 legislation establishes a plan mirrored on the Architecture 2030 goals of
reducing building energy consumption by establishing energy savings threshold goals over 5 year
increments from now until 2030. The key element of this research section is to develop building specific
energy benchmarks for use in measuring the savings goals over time, and to determine savings
percentages over time that are cost-effective for buildings in the State of Minnesota.
Goals of an Energy Benchmarking System
Comprehensive energy consumption benchmarks must be established for new commercial and
institutional buildings in the State of Minnesota to use as the baseline for measuring the energy
performance goals established in the Sustainable Building 2030 legislation. The Benchmarking system
requirements must be:

•

•
•

•

Easy to use
Accurate
Consistent
Comprehensive
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Comparison of Different Benchmarking Systems
Four energy benchmarking systems were compared which included:
• Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Target Finder tool, derived from 2003 CBECS data
• Architecture 2030 National averages, representing 18 building types derived from
2003 CBECS data
• DOE energy benchmark models representing 16 building types using American Society of
Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 90.1 2004 code
• Minnesota B3 Building Energy Benchmark program representing over 50 building types using
the different energy code types.
The qualitative and quantitative findings of these comparisons are summarized below:
• The Architecture 2030 program uses EPA's Target Finder and its own table of national average
energy consumption to establish the benchmarks for the savings goals it has established over
time. However, the national average energy consumption table has benchmarked energy use far
lower than current building performance in Minnesota, since Minnesota does not have an average
US climate. The national average table is not accurate.
• EPA's Target Finder results matched up fairly well with Minnesota B3 models using the
ASHRAE 90.11989 models. However, the DOE ASHRAE 90.12004 benchmarks show energy
consumption much lower than Target Finder, and it would be difficult to meet the savings targets
established in the Architecture 2030 program.
• Both DOE and Target Finder building types are too limited to comprehensively and accurately
establish benchmarks for all the buildings that will be built in Minnesota.

Recommended Benchmarking Method
Based on the benchmarking system comparison results we recommend setting the benchmark based on
building type energy simulation models that meet the minimum requirements of the ASHRAE 90.1 1989
energy code. This method will provide:
•

A very efficient analysis method for creating a comprehensive list of building types that
represents the range of current building types being constructed. It will not require expensive data
collection of existing building energy use for ALL building types that need to be added to create
a comprehensive list. The code is a rule-based system that can be modeled consistently and
accurately for all building types.
The ASHRAE 90.1 1989 model data is closest to Target Finder results, the main benchmark
metric used for the Architecture 2030 program.
The ASHRAE 90.1 1989 has been the code in place until recently and closely follows the intent
of the Architecture 2030 program that is based on 2003 CBEC data.
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•

Subsequent code improvements can be easily benchmarked to identify how they alone improve
the energy use intensity (EUI) from the 1989 baseline. Again, the code is a rule-based system that
governs the inputs into the model that achieve the results.

•

Savings goal standards will need further study since it is known all building types do not have the
economic or technical ability to reduce their energy consumption at the same savings level.

2e. Research Summary: Cost-Effectiveness Analysis & Utility Energy Efficiency Program Design
& Development by the Center for Energy and the Environment:
Cost Effectiveness Analysis
The Center for Energy and the Environment (CEE) performed preliminary Conservation Improvement
Program (CIP) program style cost-effectiveness analysis on a set of 115 buildings in the region that
participated in similar design assistance programs and achieved savings of the same order of magnitude
expected with the soon to be established Sustainable Buildings 2030 energy performance standard.
Energy savings, estimated incremental costs and CIP program incentives were based on the design
alternative chosen by the design team and all other assumptions were chosen to be as representative as
possible of CUlTent CIP program analysis assumptions used in Minnesota. The estimated incremental costs
are generally based on preliminary estimates rather than bid alterriates, so are less precise than most of the
other inputs. No potential building market value increase associated with recognition as a high
performance building was considered. The analysis was performed using a spreadsheet based calculation
tool developed by CEE.

All of the building projects across a wide variety of building types were found to have a net benefit over
an assumed 20 year life when a conservative societal discount rate was assumed. When a discount rate
that is more representative of businesses assumptions is used, 94% of the building projects are costeffective over the same 20 year life-cycle analysis. The majority of projects have high enough costeffectiveness to the building owner that they could be considered as reasonable alternatives to developers
that use a long-term view in planning investments. However, certain types of buildings tended to have
significantly lower cost-effectiveness than others-most notably religious buildings and sports facilities.
Results from looking at the standard CIP program definition of societal cost-effectiveness showed similar
trends, with the energy saving upgrades for each of the building projects being cost-effective. This
societal test is generally the most critical test in terms of review of CIP program plans proposed by
utilities. The general cost-effectiveness demonstrated in terms of both the participant and societal tests
suggests that the level of energy savings being considered for the SB2030 energy performance standard
can be cost-effective for a wide range of building types. However, the self-selected nature of the data set
and relatively low cost-effectiveness for specific types of buildings suggests that
either the standards might need to be lower for specific building types, and/or that a method should be
established to provide project-specific limits on the performance standard based on project-specific costeffectiveness analysis.
A representation of CIP program cost-effectiveness for the above data set showed very good costeffectiveness to the utility for a representative design assistance program and incentives. In fact the cost-
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effectiveness to the utilities appears to typically be much higher than for the building owners. This
suggests that higher incentives to building owners could make the marketing of the programs more
successful (and cost-effective to the building owners) while still maintaining an attractive costeffectiveness to the utility. Therefore, efforts to encourage utilities to increase incentive levels are
recommended.
Utility Program Design & Development
As the Sustainable Building 2030 energy performance standard is implemented, CEE will work
cooperatively with utilities to develop and/or modify CIP programs to encourage new buildings to meet
the SB2030 standards. The language of the legislation requires that utilities address these standards with
their programs, and these efforts will help utilities to optimize their program designs and support their
efforts. The first step in the program efforts was the review of innovative and effective new construction
CIP programs from around the country to determine what program elements could be effectively applied
in Minnesota. A number of innovative program elements were identified-such as a whole building
performance standard for small buildings and higher per unit incentives tied to meeting a green building
standard-and a list of these is being presented to utilities as a menu of possible options. The most critical
CIP program aspects that will be encouraged and supported are comprehensive design assistance services,
bonus incentives for achieving SB2030 standards, and establishing a comprehensive whole-building
performance program for small buildings.

2d. Research Summary: Survey of Energy-Efficient Operations Programs by Herzog Wheeler:
1. Years of existing building energy use research, energy audits and recommissioning studies
repeatedly show that existing buildings will use 10-20% more energy than necessary.
2. Survey of the "energy-efficient operation marketplace" was conducted to determine current best
practices.
3. Energy efficiency is as much a management issue as it is a technical issue.
4. Managers at all level of the organization need to understand the benefits and commitment to
energy efficiency.
5. Few institutions and businesses have ongoing programs or internalized energy efficiency into
their everyday operations
6. Even with energy monitoring equipment installed in buildings, the management piece is missing.
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7. Most energy related issues for building operators have to do with occupants comfort and
equipment failure.
8. There are few well-documented procedures and schedules specifically focused on energyefficient operations.
9. Most energy efficiency programs are capital cost based and not training or management based.
10. Training energy managers and operators to understand the magnitude of energy waste within
each building component is essential.
11. Develop a model format for an "Energy-Efficient Operations Process" (EEOP) that can be
adapted to individual buildings.

2e. Research Summary: Building Case Studies by LHB Architects:
The primary purpose of this case study was to collect data on approximately 10 buildings in Minnesota
with a minimum of one year of operations, then apply the MN Sustainable Building 2030 energy standard
and determine the ability of each building to reach the 2010 energy standard of 60% or better than its
building benchmark.
The conclusion of our study indicates that, based on a select group of high performance buildings
designed and constructed over 9 years between 1997 and 2006, the 2010 energy standard of 60% better
that the benchmark is achievable. We recognize that these buildings may not be typical. Many are LEED
certified or Green Communities demonstration projects and have technologies such as geothermal heating
and cooling and photovoltaics.
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3. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR PHASE 3 OF MINNESOTA SUSTAINABLE
BUILDING 2030:
1. Notify all stakeholders that the SB 2030 program will be implemented on all
projects beginning July 1,2010.
All State agencies and other entities that receive state bonding for building projects will be notified
that the SB 2030 standard will be required on all projects receiving bond funds except for projects
that are either in Construction Documents Design Phase or in Construction on July 1,2010.
Date of notification: July 2009

2. Develop an on-line tool for determining building benchmarks and energy
standards for SB 2030 projects.
In the first phase of researching and developing benchmarks for the SB 2030 program, the
development of a computer tool was recommended to enable accurate benchmarks to be established
for each project based on location and building characteristics. This is a critical component; it is
necessary to set accurate and fair targets for a wide range of projects in a Minnesota context. A
system for ongoing tracking of SB 2030 projects will be established as well.
Delivery of benchmarking tool: March 1,2010

3. Incorporate the SB 2030 standards and methodology into the Minnesota Sustainable Building
Guidelines (B3) that are required in all state bonded projects.
The SB 2030 standards and methodology will be required effective July 1,2010 for all state-bonded
projects except for projects that are either in Construction Documents Design Phase or in
Construction. The Minnesota Sustainable Building Guidelines will be amended for this purpose, in
accordance with 16B.325 guidelines.
Incorporation of amended language into Minnesota Sustainable Building Guidelines: Aprill, 2010
(allowing review by State agencies before they become effective on
July 1,2010.

4. Work with utilities and the Department of Commerce to incorporate the SB 2030 energy
standards and methodology into utility conservation programs.
The project team will assist utilities in the development of CIP program elements that are based on
the SB 2030 standards and support their implementation through pilot programs and new or modified
CIP program filings.
Pilot program introduction and CIP filings: January-June, 2010
Comments to SUppOlt elements in current CIP filings: August-December, 2009

5. Continue to develop case studies and educational information that will support
the implementation of SB 2030.
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Detailed information on exemplary buildings is useful to demonstrate that targets can be met with
conventional technologies at reasonable costs. This information supports the training program
development.
Case study development: Ongoing from July 2009 through June 2010.
6. Develop and deliver training for the design and construction community in the
implementation of the SB 2030 program.
The training program curriculum for the design and construction community will be developed that
includes the use of the benchmarking tool and related information to implement the SB 2030
program. The training will be developed in collaboration with key professional, academic, utility and
building development representatives.
Completion of pilot training curriculum: January 1, 2010 Delivery of pilot
training curriculum: January through June, 2010 Delivery of revised training
curriculum: Ongoing after July, 2010
7. Develop and deliver training for the facilities management and building
operations community to ensure effective operation of SB 2030 projects.
The training program curriculum for the facility management and building operation community will
be developed to ensure effective ongoing operation of SB 2030 projects. The training will be
developed in collaboration with key building owner and operator representatives, utilities, technical
colleges and work force development stakeholders.
Completion of pilot training curriculum: January I, 2010
Delivery of pilot training curriculum: January through June, 2010
Delivery of revised training curriculum: Ongoing after July, 2010
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4. Work Plan for Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030-Phase 3: July 1, 2009-June
30,2010
TASK 1: Management:
A) Convene steering committee
B) Coordinate meetings and agenda
C) Develop work plan and proposals for future phases
D) Review and contribute to work in progress on all tasks including reports
D) Report to Legislature
F) Prepare quarterly reports
TASK 2: Setting Benchmarks: (New Construction, Renovation and Existing Buildings)
A) Develop benchmarking tool for new and existing buildings
B) Refine existing building benchmarks
C) Develop and pilot metric for carbon
D) Prepare Reports
TASK 3: Case Study Data Base: (New Construction, Renovation and Existing Buildings)
A) Identify additional case studies and collect data
B) Collect and evaluate actual performance
C) Prepare Reports
TASK 4: Development of utility conservation programs: (New Construction, Renovation and
Existing Buildings)
A) Continue to identify appropriate strategies, processes and technologies
B) Continue to determine costs
C) Continue to analyze cost effectiveness
D) Work with utilities to develop pilot program by January 2010
E) Work with utilities to develop CIP filing by January 2010
F) Prepare Report
TASK 5: Ongoing Operations:
A) Develop programs to ensure compliance with SB2030 during operations
B) Work with State Agencies and others to identify best options for training (Development of pilot
training program is in Task 8)
C) Prepare Report
TASK 6: Tracking System:
A) Develop tracking system for SB2030 projects building on existing B3 Benchmarking Database
B) Prepare RepOlt
TASK 7: Knowledge Base and Design Assistance:
A) Continue to develop a comprehensive web site

B) Provide assistance to building owners including State agencies and design teams in
implementation of SB2030 standards
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TASK 8: Training Programs and Education:
A) Develop curriculum and deliver pilot training program to designers in applying SB 2030
Standard and related Utility Programs
B) Develop curriculum and deliver pilot training program to facility managers and building
J operators on ongoing operations practices and data collection
C) Prepare report
TASK 9: Building Label:
A) Develop building label that is renewable annually for the SB 2030 Standard
B) Prepare report
Primary Responsibility: CSBR
Secondary Responsibility: All others
Deliverables: Building label report
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Minnesota Sustainable Buildings 2030
Energy Benchmarks Report
Phase 2
June 27, 2009

Prepared for:
Center for Sustainable Building Research
University of Minnesota

By:
The Weidt Group
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1.0 Executive Summary
The Sustainable Building 2030 legislation establishes a plan mirrored on the Architecture
2030 goals of reducing building energy consumption by establishing energy savings
threshold goals over 5 year increments from now until 2030. The key element of this
research section is to develop building specific energy benchmarks for use in measuring
the savings goals over time, and to determine savings percentages over time that are costeffective for buildings in the State of Minnesota.
Goals of an Energy Benchmarking system
Establish comprehensive energy consumption benchmarks for new commercial and
institutional buildings in the State of Minnesota to use as the baseline for measuring the
energy performance goals established in the Sustainable Building 2030 legislation. The
Benchmarking system requirements must be:

• Easy to use
• Accurate

•
•

Consistent
Comprehensive

Comparison of different benchmarking systems
Four energy benchmarking systems were compared which included:
• EPA's Target Finder tool, derived from 2003 CBECS data
• Architecture 2030 National averages, representing 18 building types derived from
2003 CBECS data
• DOE energy benchmark models representing 16 building types using ASHRAE
90.12004 code
• Minnesota B3 Building Energy Benchmark program representing over 50
building types using the different energy code types.
The qualitative and quantitative findings of these comparisons are summarized below:
• The Architecture 2030 program uses EPA's Target Finder and its own table of
national average energy consumption to establish the benchmarks for the savings
goals it has established over time.
• As expected, the national average energy consumption table has benchmark
energy use far lower than current building performance in Minnesota, since
Minnesota does not have an average US climate. The national average table is
not accurate.
• EPA's Target Finder results matched up fairly well with Minnesota B3 models
using the ASHRAE 90.11989 models.
• As expected, the DOE ASHRAE 90.1 2004 benchmarks show energy
consumption much lower than Target Finder, and it would be difficult to meet the
savings targets extablished in the Architecture 2030 program.
CI
Both DOE and Target Finder building types aretoo limited to comprehensively
and accurately establish benchmarks for all the buildings that will be built in
Minnesota.
Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030-Final Report
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Recommended benchmarking method
Based on the benchmarking system comparison results we recommend setting the
benchmark based on building type energy simulation models that meet the minimum
requirements of the ASHRAE 90.1 1989 energy code. This method will provide:
•

A very efficient analysis method for creating a comprehensive list of building
types that represents the range of current building types being constructed. It will
not require expensive data collection of existing building energy use for ALL
building types that need to be added to create a comprehensive list. The code is a
rule-based system that can be modeled consistently and accurately for all building
types.

•

The ASHRAE 90.1 1989 model data is closest to Target Finder results, the main
benchmark metric used for the Architecture 2030 program.

•

The ASHRAE 90.1 1989 has been the code in place until recently and closely
follows the intent of the Architecture 2030 program that is based on 2003 CBEC's
data.

•

Subsequent Code improvements can be easily benchrnarked to identify how they
alone improve the EUI from the 1989 baseline. Again, the code is a rulebased
system that governs the inputs into the model that achieve the results.

•

Savings goal standards will need further study since it is known all building types
do not have the economic or technical ability to reduce their energy consumption
at the same savings level.

Analysis to develop a building energy benchmark system
We have reviewed a sample of actual projects for two common building types that show
a large variation in energy performance attributable to building characteristics not
regulated by the energy code. These types of characteristics are specific requirements
unique to the building owner's program requirements and include:
• Building geometry, such as number of floors and building shape.
• Type and percentage of space use, such as 75% office, 20% circulation, and 5%
storage area.
• Operational schedules, such as how many hours the building is occupied daily,
and seasonal schedules when the building is open or closed.
If an office building type used a benchmark EUI based on the average of all office
buildings in the sample, 35% of the projects based solely on the building owner's
program requirements would have energy consumption 20 to 30% lower than the
benchmark. Conversely, 20% of the projects would have energy consumption over 20%
greater than the benchmark.
Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030-Final Report
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This approach would unduly reward or penalize a building project's benchmark based on
the owner's requirements for the amount and type of space they need to build, the number
of hours they require to operate the building, and the number offloors the building
requires to fit within the building site.
Dissemination of the Sustainable Buildings 2030 benchmarking system
To accommodate the wide variation in building characteristics that impact a specific
project's energy consumption, we recommend developing a web based online tool for
building designers to enter specific building design, operational and weather
characteristics on their building design project in order to obtain a custom energy
benchmark in kBtu/sf/yr for their project.
We recommend the tool be set up with standard defaults that are based on typical
conditions to allow designers to quickly edit data specific to their unique program
requirements. A table of building types and energy use intensity values will not provide
the accuracy needed to accommodate a practical and consistent program.

2.0 INTRODUCTION
The Sustainable Building 2030 legislation establishes a plan mirrored on the Architecture
2030 goals of reducing building energy consumption by establishing energy savings
threshold goals over 5 year increments from now until 2030. The key element of this
research section is to develop building specific energy benchmarks for use in measuring
the savings goals over time, and to determine savings percentages over time that are costeffective for buildings in the State of Minnesota. The Architecture 2030 program
prescribes three different methods for determining the benchmark based on Building
type:
•
•
•

EPA's Target Finder representing 15 building types
National average energy consumption data by representing 18 building types
published by the EPA
Labs 21 benchmarking system for Lab building types

Data from these systems are based on 2003 CBEC data and establish the benchmark for
which future savings goals will be measured from.
Additionally, in 2008 the United States Department of Energy (DOE) came out with
stand-alone benchmark building models that include all building types in Target Finder.
There are serious technical drawbacks to using the benchmark system prescribed by the
Architecture 2030 program. EPA's Target Finder has only 15 building types (11, really: 5
of 15 are different hotel types) and does not comprehensively cover the range in public or
private sector building types for use as a Statewide program. The 18 additional building
types based on national averages is not accurate due to Minnesota's specific climate.
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The goal of this research project is to:
Establish comprehensive energy consumption benchmarks for new commercial and
institutional buildings in the State of Minnesota to use as the baseline for measuring the
energy performance goals established in the Sustainable Building 2030 legislation. The
Benchmarking system requirements must be:

•
•
•
•

Easy to use
Accurate
Consistent
Comprehensive

The Benchmarking system will consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Space usage type of the building
Operational characteristics of the building
Floor area of the building
Special use conditions of the building (pools, data centers, etc.)
Geographic location (weather determinants)
Mixed-use building types
Various Building/ meter relationships

3.0 Comparison of building energy benchmark methods
and systems
3.1 Energy Benchmarking Methods
The creation of good quality benchmarks requires good quality data plus the use of
normalization factors to separate operational issues from efficiency issues. The primary
approaches to benchmarking the energy use of existing commercial buildings are as
follows:
II

II
II

Comparison to an empirical model derived from a sample of actual reported energy
consumption of similar buildings in a population - the Energy Star approach
Comparison to past energy bills - the "tracking" approach
Comparison to the results of an energy simulation model with certain pre-defined
baseline characteristics, such as meeting an energy code or standard - the B3 and
DOE approach

Empirical benchmarking is a comparison of actual building performance against the
broader building market. In creating such a benchmark, one has to be sure of the
comparability of the building to the data set. This typically means that a range of
normalization factors are required to provide a common basis for comparison. By this
method, differences in climate, building size and hours of operation can typically be
eliminated from the comparison. The Target Finder application in the Energy Star
Portfolio Manager is an example of the empirical approach. The empirical approach
Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030-Final Report
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requires a properly selected random sample from each population of relevant building
types to create the empirical model.
The empirical approach was not used for the Minnesota B3 Benchmarking system
because of the need to have data for a much broader range of building types than
statistically available (over 50 different building/space usage types were required.)The
energy simulation model approach was developed and implemented in the Minnesota B3
Benchmarking process back in 2004. With a model based approach, the B3 program can
evaluate the performance of a small population of buildings, or even a single building
because creating a model is more efficient than gathering data for a large population of a
particular building type.
"Tracking" benchmarking, or comparing a building to itself over time, is useful in
identifying changes in building performance. Alarms raised by unexpected changes in
consumption can prompt an operator to analyze and act quickly to save energy. Tracking
benchmarking is useful for trend analysis, but does not show the baseline efficiency with
which a building is operating. Thus, tracking benchmarking is generally accompanied by
one of the other two forms of benchmarking.
3.2 Benchmarking Metrics
Building energy benchmarks in the United States are expressed in a metric of Energy Use
Intensity (EDI). The units ofEUI are:
kBtu per building gross floor area in square feet in square feet per year..
Annual kBtu's are calculated by adding up all the energy and fuel sources the building
consumes for one year.
In future phases of this work we will investigate using a carbon dioxide benchmark which
will take into account the varying levels of carbon dioxide emissions based on the energy
and fuel sources the building consume.
3.3 Current Energy Benchmarking Systems
Target Finder / Portfolio Manager
. This building energy benchmarking system, developed by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Energy Star program, has been developed to help architects
and building owners set energy targets and rate a building design's estimated energy use.
Target Finder is a variation of EPA's Portfolio Manager tool, which is focused on
existing buildings.
Target Finder uses the Department of Energy (DOE) Commercial Building Energy
Consumption Survey (CBECS) data for its analysis. The CBECS is a sample survey
conducted every four years that collects information on the stock ofD.S. commercial
buildings, their energy-related building characteristics, and their energy consumption and
expenditures.
Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030-Final Report
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The internet based tool uses the basic user input (location, building type, area, energy
consumption! or desired rating etc.) to come up with a benchmark value based on similar
buildings from the CBECS database. A rating of 50 indicates that the building, from an
energy consumption standpoint, performs better than 50% of all similar buildings
nationwide, while a rating of 75 indicates that the building performs better than 75% of
all similar buildings nationwide. There are 15 Building types in the system.
Minnesota B3 Benchmarking system
The (Over 50) building/space usage types currently available in B3 Benchmarking were
developed with DOE2 energy simulation models to match the public building stock in
Minnesota. The large number of space usage types provides for a comprehensive range of
buildings that can be benchmarked. The performance metric used in B3 Benchmarking is
building annual energy use intensity (EUI). The units of the EUI is the annual Btu's
(expressed in thousands) of energy consumed per square foot per year (kBtu/sf), and it
includes the energy to heat, cool, ventilate, light, and run typical equipment inside a
building, as if the building were built to the requirements of the current Minnesota energy
code. This allows for known inputs on the parameters that affect heating, cooling,
lighting and other energy end-uses as based on a current standard. The current Minnesota
energy code for commercial buildings is a variant of the ASHRAE 90.1-1989 version and
was adopted in 1993. The main variation is reduced lighting power densities where they
range by space type somewhere between the ASHRAE 1989 code and the ASHRAE
2004 code. A unique index is generated for each building. The index can account for
different fuel types (such as whether the building is heated by natural gas or district
steam), hours of use, and special use conditions such as buildings with pools, data
centers, or parking lots. Currently, all indices are based on modeling results using the
same Minnesota climate file. This will be changed to accommodate different weather
regions within the State in the coming year.
New DOE Building Model Benchmarks
The Department of Energy and its three national labs have developed commercial
building models with the EnergyPlus program. These models are organized by 16
commercial building types and 16 climate zone locations within the U.S. The 16 different
types include office, hospital, retail, etc., representing around 70% of the commercial
buildings in the U.S. Benchmarks will eventually include models for new construction,
post-1980 buildings, and pre-1980 buildings. Currently only the new construction models
are publically available, and these models have been created to meet ASHRAE 90.1-2004
requirements for building energy efficiency.
Architecture 2030 National averages
The Architecture 2030 program developed a list of national average benchmarks for
additional building types to extend the number of building types beyond the 15 types in
Target Finder. This list of buildings uses the Commercial Building Energy Consumption
Survey (CBECS) 2003 database to calculate a national average energy use by building
type. The website provides 18 additional building types with one national average site
energy use intensities (KBTU/sq f1.) for each building type to be used as a benchmark.
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The national averages are not adjusted for climate, operation, or any special use
conditions. The system uses Energy Use Intensity (KBTU/ sq ft.) as a proxy for GHG
emissions.

3.4 Compare characteristics and features of the different benchmarking
methods and systems
We have made a comparison of the Benchmarking systems in use based on the program
goals. Figure 1, below shows a comparison of features each system provides:
Figure 1: System Features
Benchmark Goals

DOE
Benchmarks

Architecture
2030 EPA
Target Finder

Easy to use

Yes
Yes, for the
available
buildino types
Yes

Yes
Yes, for the
available
buildino tvpes
Will vary
based on new
CBEC
surveys
15 building
types
representing a
mix of public
and private
sector types.
Yes

Will vary based
on newCBEC
surveys

Yes

18 building
types
representing a
mix of public
and private
sector types
No

Over 50
building/space
types covering
full range of
public/ private
sector types
Yes

Accurate

Consistent

Comprehensive

Modify Benchmark
based on operational
use conditions for
the building

16 building
types
representing a
mix of public
and private
sector types.
static model
can not
modified

Architecture
2030 EPA
National
Averages
Yes
No

Minnesota B3
Benchmarking
Program

Yes
Yes

Modify Benchmark
based on special
use conditions of the
building (pools, data
centers, etc.)

No

Yes

No

Yes

Floor area of the
building

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Geographic location
(weather
determinants)

16 locations
nationally

Yes

No

Currently only
one location for
the entire State

Mixed-use building
types

No

No

Yes

Various Building/
meter relationships

No

Yes (within
the available
building types)
Yes

No

Yes
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4.0 Comparison of energy use indexes for different benchmark
systems
We have compared the energy use index results for a variety of building types using the
different Benchmark systems. We have conducted three types of comparisons:

4.1 Comparison of energy use index for Architecture 2030 EPA Target Finder with
different energy code models to determine the impact of selecting a code level based
on meeting the Architecture 2030 savings goals.
4.2 Comparison of energy use index using the Architecture 2030 EPA National
averages results with the B3 Model to determine the impact of selecting a code level
based on meeting the Architecture 2030 savings goals.
4.3 Sensitivity analysis of operational characteristics to compare how Target Finder
and the B3 Benchmarking system account for changes in building operation.

4.1 Comparison of Target Finder results for selected building types for
different building benchmarking systems
We have reviewed the EUI for seven building types that are inclusive of types found in
Target Finder, B3, and the DOE models. We have used the operational parameters found
in the DOE models to normalize the B3 and Target Finder results so we can make the
best apples-to-apples comparison possible. The 7 building types compared represent a
range in building energy performance.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Warehouse
Small Hotel
Medium Office
Primary School
Retail
Hospital
Supermarket

Figure 2 identifies the Target Finder EUIs and the Architecture 2030 savings goal of 60
% to reach by 2010.
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ASH RAE
2004 DOE
Model

ASH RAE
2004 B3
Model

Difference

% Change

Warehouse

30

na

na

na

Small Hotel

110

113

-3

-2%

Medium office

70

72

-2

-4%

Primary school

114

95

19

16%

Stand-alone retail

100

112

-12

-12%

Hospital

114

200

-86

-75%

Supermarket

225

278

-53

-24%

Building Type Name

Figure 6: Comparison of ASH RAE 2004 DOE and 83 Models

Comparison of Target Finder and ASHRAE 90.11989 B3 Models:
Target Finder results and the ASHRAE 90.1 1989 model show similar results, although
Target Finder results are generally higher.
ASHRAE
1989 B3
Model

Target
Finder

Difference

% Change

Warehouse

62

93

na

na

Small Hotel

125

119

6

5%

Medium office

100

117

-17

-17%

Primary school

119

127

-8

-7%

Stand-alone retail

152

178

-26

-17%

Hospital

206

268

-62

-30%

Supermarket

316

371

-55

-17%

Building Type Name

Figure 7: Comparison of ASH RAE 1989 83 Model and Target Finder

The 1989 B3 Model results for Medium office, Primary school, and Supermarkets are
very proportional to the Target Finder results with an identical 17% lower EDI than the
Target Finder. The Warehouse and Hospital Building type results are far apart, while
Hotels and Primary schools results are less than 10% different.

Conclusions:
The ASHRAE 90.1 1989 B3 Benchmark model results and the Target Finder results are
the best fit of data systems compared in this study.
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4.2 Comparison of 83 Model results with the Architecture 2030 National
Average EUI's
Figures 8 and 9 show lhc currenl 83 energy benchmark eompared to lhe Archite<:lure
2030 Nalional avcrage EUI's for six different building Iypes.
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MN 1993 83
Model

Arch 2030
National
Average

Difference

% Change

93

120

-28

-30%

119

78

41

34%

Police Station

117

78

39

33%

Nursing Home/Assisted Living

127

124

3

2%

Public Assembly

178

66

112

63%

Service

268

77

191

71%

MN 199383 Model
College University
Fire Station

Figure 10: Comparison of the MN 1993 Model results with the Architecture 2030 EPA National Average
Index

Conclusions:
The national average data is national average data; it occasionally resembles Minnesota
data but usually does not. It is not a valid method for setting benchmarks for Minnesota
buildings.
4.3 Sensitivity Analysis for Operational Characteristics
We compared EUI's using standard operational characteristics and conducted operational
sensitivity testing to compare how each Benchmarking system handles operational
changes. Using the DOE model operating assumptions as the common baseline, the
Target Finder and B3 Benchmarking systems were modified to test the impact of
changing operating hours and varying the heated and cooled areas within each building
type. Four different building types were evaluated:
1. Medium Office, Primary School, Stand-alone Retail, Warehouse
The figures below on the left identify the change in energy use index when operating
hours are varied for both the B3 and Target Finder Benchmarking systems. The figures
below on the right show the impact of varying the heated and cooled areas within the
building. In all cases the changes made each system yield proportional results.
The variation in operating hours has a significant impact on the EUI for all systems. It
should be noted that the DOE Benchmarking model is static,--it is not a system that can
be changed automatically.
Figure 11: Offices. Shows similar proportional changes for varying operating schedules and
conditioned areas in both the B3 Benchmarking program and Target Finder.
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Figure 12: Primary Schools. Schools show lower absolute changes in varying operating schedules
than offices. Schools show similar proportional changes for varying operating schedules and
conditioned areas in both the B3 Benchmarking program and Target Finder.
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Figure 13: Retail. Shows similar proportional changes for varying operating schedules and
conditioned areas in both the B3 Benchmarldng program and Target Finder.
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Figure 14: Warehouse. Shows similar proportional changes for varying operating schedules and
conditioned areas in both the B3 Benchmarking program and Target Finder.
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Conclusions:
Changes in operating hours and the conditioned area of the building have significant
impacts on establishing the building's benchmark. Variations in the parameters studied
show impacts of up to 25% . Both Target Finder and The B3 Benchmarking systems
handle these changes and produce proportional results. We will need a system that
accounts for these variations to develop an accurate Benchmark System.

5.0 Recommended Method for Developing Minnesota
Benchmarks
Comparing Benchmarking systems identified broad variations in results. The 2030 EPA
Target Finder statistical sample of existing buildings generally has much higher EUI than
even the first and oldest national energy code developed in 1989. This is consistent given
that there are many old buildings within the population that drive the existing buildings'
averages higher. Thus, the Architecture 2030 benchmark will be higher than benchmarks
based on relatively codes. Also, reviewing the 2030 EPA Target Finder and the 2030
EPA National Averages illustrates, in the case of Target Finder, that there are far too few
building/space types, and in the case of National Averages they do not align well with
buildings built in Minnesota. It is thus clear that we need to establish a Minnesota
benchmarking system.
Since the benchmarking system will apply to new construction or major renovation
projects that need to be built to the current energy code, it makes logical sense to use an
energy code requirement to define the building parameters that establish the energy
consumption for the Benchmark.
Based on the Benchmarking system comparison results we recommend setting the
benchmark based on Building type energy simulation models that meet the minimum
requirements of the ASHRAE 90.1 1989 energy code. This method will provide:
•

A very efficient analysis method for creating a comprehensive list of building
types that represents the range of current building types being constructed. It will
not require expensive data collection of existing building energy use for ALL
building types that need to be added to create a comprehensive list. The code is a
rule-based system that can be modeled consistently and accurately for all building
types.

•

The ASHRAE 90.1 1989 model data is closest to Target Finder results, the main
benchmark metric used for the Architecture 2030 program.

•

The ASHRAE 90.1 1989 has been the code in place until recently and closely
follows the intent of the Architecture 2030 program that is based on 2003 CBEC's
data
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•

Subsequent Code improvements can be easily benchmarked to identify how they
alone improve the EUI from the 1989 baseline. Again, the code is a rule-based
system that governs the inputs into the model that achieves the results.

Since the ASHRAE 1989 Code results have lower benchmark EUr s as compared to
Target Finder, applying the same savings percentages goal identified in the Architecture
2030 program will yield lower absolutes energy consumption targets for new buildings
and major renovations. For the building types and operational characteristics studied, we
have calculated the savings percentage needed using the 1989 Code Benchmark to meet
the Target Finder Benchmark with a 60% savings goal by 2010.
Figure 15 shows the savings percentages that yield identical results to the Target Finder
60% savings goal using the 1989 Code Benchmarks as the starting point.
Annual kBtu I SF Benchmark EUl's
Equivalent ASHRAE
1989 B3 Savings % to
meet target finder 60%
goal

ASH RAE
1989 B3
Model

Target
Finder

201060%
Savings
Goal

Warehouse

62

93

37

40%

Small Hotel

125

119

47

62%

Medium office

100

117

47

53%

Primary school

119

127

51

57%

Stand-alone retail

152

178

71

53%

Hospital

206

268

107

48%

Supermarket

316

371

148

53%

Building Type Name

Figure 15: Comparison of ASH RAE 1989 Model, Target Finder and Equivalent Savings Goals

The equivalent percentage savings ranges from 62% for the Small Hotel to 40% savings
for the Warehouse building type. This analysis raises the question of using a standard
savings percentage for all building types or having it vary based on building type. From a
program administration standpoint it would not be desirable to have a unique benchmark
with its own savings goal per building type, however a simple range of savings goals,
maybe 40%, 50%, and 60%, for a bracket of appropriate building types may be advisable.
The next section reviews this question from a technical perspective versus a savings
mandate approach.

6.0 Analysis of savings goals
The concept of setting uniform savings goals for all building types over time is very
compelling and easy to understand - it is straightforward and simple. However, the
reality that all building types have the same energy savings opportunities is simply not
the case. Just as all building types do not have the same energy consumption footprint
based on function and use, they also do not have the same technological savings
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opportunities. For a select number of building types we have studied the technological
opportunities for savings and have found a significant savings range that is not consistent
from one building type to the next.
At this time we evaluated the hospital building type using the ASHRAE 90.1 1989 code
as the benchmark and have developed four different strategy bundles to understand what
is technologically feasible. The hospital building type has many critical functions that
place constraints on the opportunities to reduce energy consumption. Figure 16, using a
graph and table, identifies a typical code level hospital and 4 energy savings bundles.
Bundle 4 (B4) identifies the maximum range of current technological building energy
efficiency and conversation opportunities available today.

Hospital: Gas Boilerl Water-Cooled Chiller

Total Building Energy kBtu/SF

250.00
208.15
200.00

150.00

100.00

50.00

0.00
Code

B1

82

83

84

Code
82
83
81
84
1989 Code
195.4
179.3
154.6
208.15
140.5
1989 Savings
28.9
12.7
67.6
53.5
% Savinas
14%
26%
6%
32%
Figure 16: Hospital energy savings for four levels of energy efficiency savings strategy levels.

The savings in Figure 16 ranges from a minimum of 6% for Bundle 1 to 32% for Bundle
4. To achieve greater savings within this building type with current technology would
require a new design paradigm in health care function, organization, and comfort. It is
unlikely this building type by 2010 would be able to achieve 60% saving from an
ASHRAE 90.11989 Benchmark level.

Conclusion:
This level of investigation needs to be expanded in our current research plan for the next
phase. We recommend doing a number of building types to this level of analysis so we
develop reasonable savings standards that are achievable by building type. We believe
the outcome of this research would develop 2 to 3 savings standards for different building
types. The savings bracket analysis must consider both the baseline and the technology
opportunities.
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7.0 Analysis to develop a building energy benchmark
system
To develop building energy benchmarks for different building types we have reviewed
the energy performance and building characteristics not regulated by the energy code for
hundreds of actual projects and the DOE models. The building characteristics not
regulated by the energy code are specific requirements unique to the building owner's
program requirements and include:
• Building geometry, such as number of floors, and building shape.
• Type and percentage of space use, such as 75% office, 20% circulation, and 5%
storage area.
• Operational schedules, such as how many hours the building is occupied daily,
seasonal schedules when the building is open or closed, etc.
We have found variation of these program requirements above can provide a significant
range in energy consumption within a given building type. One case worth noting relates
to addition and renovation projects. These projects typically focus on a limited set of
space use within a typical building type. For example, an addition to an elementary
school could be a new gym and storage area, or it could be a classroom wing addition.
The gym and storage room addition would have significantly lower energy consumption
than the classroom addition. Having only one average benchmark for an elementary
school would make it easy to achieve the energy EUI goal for the gym and storage
addition, but more difficult for the classroom wing addition.
To quantify and illustrate this range in energy performance we have examined the
ASHRAE 90.1 1989 model results for real projects for two different building types,
offices and schools. All projects use natural gas for heating and electricity for cooling,
and include new constmction, additions and renovation projects.
Figure 17 identifies the annual kBtu per square foot for 13 office projects. The results
range from 66 to 211 kBtu/sflyr where Project 1, an outlier in the sample, contains a large
data center.
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Figure 17: Range in energy consumption for 13 actual office buildings modeled using ASH RAE 90.11989
code requirements.

Figure 18 shows the percentage difference from the average performance within the
sample.

-60%

-40%

-20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

% difference from Average
~~~._._----------------------------'

Figure 18: Percent difference from Average performance of 13 actual office buildings modeled using
ASH RAE 90.11989 code requirements.

For this example, if the project with the average results were used to establish the
benchmark for this building type, five projects based solely on the building owner's
program requirements would have energy consumption 20 to 30% lower than the
benchmark. Conversely, two projects would have energy consumption nearly 20%
greater than the benchmark, and the outlier project with a data center would have energy
consumption of lOO% over the benchmark.
Figure 19 shows the range in energy consumption for a sample of27 elementary schools.
The results range from 60 to 189 kBtu/sf/yr.
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Figure 19: Range in energy consumption for 27 actual office buildings modeled using ASH RAE 90.11989
code requirements.

Figure 20 shows the percentage difference from the average results for the 27 elementary
school projects, Eight projects have energy consumption 20 to 35% lower than the
average, while five projects have energy consumption from nearly 20 to 90 % above the
average, again solely based on the building owner's program requirements.
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Figure 20: Percent difference from Average performance of 27 actual elementary school buildings
modeled using ASH RAE 90.11989 code requirements.

Conclusion:
Based on the analysis results, it is our recommendation that a benchmarking tool be
developed to account for the wide range in variables a specific building project may have
within a given building type, As a result, building projects will not be rewarded or
penalized based on the unique characteristics of the buildings owner's requirements for
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the amount and type of spaces they need to build, the hours they require to operate their
building and the number of floors required to fit the building on their site.
We recommend the tool be set up with standard defaults that are based on typical
conditions to allow designers to quickly edit data specific to their unique program
requirements. A table of building types and energy use intensity values will not provide
the accuracy needed to accommodate a practical and consistent program.

8.0 Dissemination of the Sustainable Buildings 2030
Energy Benchmark System
In Phase 3 we recommend developing a web-based online tool for building designers to
enter specific building design, operational and weather characteristics on their building
design project to obtain a custom energy benchmark in kBtu/sflyr for their project. This
approach will allow building owners and project designers the ability to establish a
meaningful energy benchmark and savings standard based on the unique characteristics
of the building they build.
The tool will provide the following features:
1. Collect designer contact and proposed building name information
2. Allow designer to enter:
a. Building location (establishes weather via zip code)
b. Building gross floor area
c. Building type (if mixed use - allow for multiple type areas)
d. Number of floors (for each building type)
e. Space use type selection and floor area for up to 80 to 90 different space
use types
f. Operational schedule for each space use type
g. Percent heated or cooled for each space use type
h. Cooling and heating system type for each building type
1. Fuel source for different energy end use systems
3. Automatically run an energy simulation for the designer building entry above and
return:
a. Total Energy Standard EDI kBtu/sf goal based on 2030 criteria.
b. Fuel source end use in kBtu/sflyr
c. C02 Total and by fuel source per sf

The tool would provide standard defaults for building geometry, space use type and
distribution, and operational use for each space type for a given building type. The user
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of the tool would be able to use these defaults or make modifications that represent the
specific design characteristics of their building project.

Preliminary SB2030 Energy Benchmarks:
In the interim we have developed Figure 21, a table of Preliminary Building types,
Benchmark Eill, percent fuel source, percent savings standard for 2010 and the 2010
Standard EDI. The data is based on the B3 energy model data for 44 different building
types and calculations using the ASHRAE 90.1 1989 energy code. The benchmark EDI is
based on using Minneapolis, MN weather data. The fuel source data assumes natural gas
for heating end use.
The table is called preliminary at this time based on further work identified in the report
to define the proper 2010 savings standards. The savings standards are only an estimate at
this time. These preliminary savings standards will be updated in the tool after further
analysis.
The preliminary SB2030 Energy Benchmark table will guide the development of
standard defaults for use in the tool.
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IPreliminary SB2030 Benchmarks and Savings Standards Table Phase 2
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35
36
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38
39
40
41
42
43
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Administration
Animal Shelter
Auditorium
city Hall
Coliseum! Stadium
College Classroom
College Laboratory
Community Center
Computer Center
Courthouse
Data Center
Dedicated Kitchen/Food prep
Dental Lab
Dormitory
Elementary School
Field House / Gym
Fire Station
Greenhouse
High School
Hospital
Ice Arena
Kitchen! Dining
Library
Machine Shop
Maintenance Repair
Mechanical
Mlddie School
Multi Family Housing
Museum
Nursing Home
Office
Park / Recreation
Parking Garage
Parking Lot
Parts Assembly
Police Facility
Prison! Jail
Prison Housing
Retail! Store
Retirement Home
Student Union
Swimming Pool
Warehouse - Acti-.e
Warehouse - lnacti-.e
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172.5
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167.3
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288.3
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195.8
136.2
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153.1
93.1
63.5
115.2
108.2
214.0
141.9
101.8
84.4
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4.7
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133.9
238.6
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78.5
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201.8
57.7
143.9
156.6
88.5
75.6
99.5
60.5
38.1
57.6
54.1
139.1
85.2
50.9
54.9
30.8
3.3
93.0
80.2
71.2
129.4
71.0
51.8
62.6
288.1
63.2
38.1

Figure 21: Preliminary SB2030 Benchmark and Savings Standard Table. Savings Standard 2010 column is
only an estimate at this time.

Appendix A: Conversion from kBtu to Carbon Dioxide
Emissions Benchmarks
While the Phase I and 2 work plan scope is to develop a method for defining site energy
consumption benchmarks for buildings, we also believe it will be valid to develop carbon
dioxide benchmarks for buildings too. This section reports a preliminary investigation of
issues that would need to be considered when establishing a method to develop a carbon
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dioxide benchmarking system. Further research in later phases will be needed develop a
practical system.
There are important differences between energy consumption benchmarks using site
energy in kBtu/SF versus carbon dioxide benchmarks. A carbon dioxide benchmark
considers the emissions into the atmosphere based on the fuel sources used to heat, cool,
ventilate, light and power the building. In most cases in Minnesota, commercial
buildings use electricity to cool, light, ventilate and run equipment, and use natural gas to
heat the building and its hot water supply. There are cases where heating can be done
with conventional heat pump systems that use electricity to operate the heat pumps and
require a boiler assist using gas or electricity, or a geo thermal heat pump system that
entirely uses electricity as the fuel source and uses the ground exchange as the boiler
back-up. There are also district heating systems which combust coal, bio-mass, or natural
gas to produce steam.
The conversion of site energy consumption into carbon emissions is an easy calculation.
All that is needed to be known is the C02 emission factor or pounds of C02 emitted by
the fuel source type consumed at the building. For this analysis we use the Climate
Registry Protocol version 1.1 for emission factors. The Climate Registry identifies an
eGRID regional factor for electricity equal to 1.8llbs C02 per kWh, and for natural gas
they define 117.1 lbs of C02 per MMBtu.
Converting the emission factors into equivalent site energy consumption units, electricity
produces 0.530 lbs of C02 per kBTU, and natural gas produces 0.117lbs of C02 per
kBTU, showing that electric consumption per equivalent site energy produces nearly 4.5
times more C02 than natural gas consumption. One must also understand that electricity
is a very refined source of energy at the site, far greater than natural gas. Typical gas
boiler or furnace system efficiency range from 80 to 90%, while electric resistance
heating is 100% efficient and if heat pump systems are used they can reduce heating
consumption by 2 to 3 times over an electric resistance heating system.
The major question becomes, should the benchmark be set to a building that uses gas
heat, or electric heat?
To illustrate the issues between kBtu's and Carbon we have reviewed two populations of
building types, representing 41 office and 59 school projects. For each building type
about half the projects use natural gas heating and the other halfuse electric heating. The
energy code baseline for all projects is the ASHRAE 90.1 1989 code. The electric heated
building code mechanical baseline is a conventional water loop heat pump with an
electric boiler. We also have the proposed final design energy use for all projects. In
nearly all cases the electric heated building final design utilizes a geothermal exchange
heat pump system.
Figure Al identifies the average Code and Design kBtu / SF for the office building
population. The set of bars on the left shows the electric heated offices while the second
set shows the natural gas heated projects.
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Office Energy Consumption comparing Electric heat vs. Gas heat
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Figure A1: Average office building energy consumption from 41 offices for code and design levels and
electric and natural gas heating.

The average kBtu/SF Code base for the electric heated office buildingsis 13% lower than
the gas heated office buildings and the average design is 18% lower. This would be
expected since electricity is a more refined energy source at the site level.
Figure A2 shows the average Code and Design C02 pounds / SF for the offices. The first
set of bars show the average for electric heated offices and the second shows natural gas
heated offices.
Office C02 Emissions Electric heat vs. Gas heat
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Figure A2: Average office building C02 emissions from 41 offices for code and design levels and electric
and natural gas heating.
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Now, the results are reversed as compared to the kEtu graph. The Code base electric
heated buildings have higher C02 emission per square foot by 13% and an average
design base that is 10% greater than the natural gas heated buildings. What is interesting
is that the absolute final design averages show only a difference of 3 lbs of C02 / SF
between the two types.
Next we look at the school population in the same way. Figure A3 shows that the electric
heated building average kBtu/SF is 23 % lower for the Code base and 42% lower for the
Design as compared to the average data for the natural gas heated schools. The electric
heated buildings from code to design save 52% on average while the natural gas heated
buildings only save 36%.
School Energy Consumption comparing Electric heat vs. Gas heat
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Figure A3: Average school building energy consumption from 59 schools for code and design levels and
electric and natural gas heating.

Figure A4 shows the C02 emissions results for this school population. Both the electric
and natural gas heated schools start off at very different code base levels, 40 lbs C02 / SF
for the electric and 31lbs C02 / SF for the natural gas projects. However, their design
C02 levels are identical at 19 lbs C02 / SF.
School C02 Emissions Electric heat vs. Gas heat
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Figure A4: Average school building C02 emissions from 59 schools for code and design levels and
electric and natural gas heating.

Conclusions:
From these examples we have learned that if we set a Carbon Dioxide Benchmark using
an electric heated Code base building, both natural gas and electric heated buildings have
the same opportunity within their design technology set to reach similar carbon emission
goals.
Next Steps:
We recommend further testing on more building types in Phase 2 to understand the best
methods for establishing a C02 Benchmark.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Cost Effectiveness Analysis

CEE perfonned preliminary CIP program style cost-effectiveness analysis on a set of 115
buildings in the region that participated in similar design assistance programs and
achieved savings of the same order of magnitude expected with the soon to be established
Sustainable Buildings 2030 energy performance standard. Energy savings, estimated
incremental costs and CIP program incentives were based on the design alternative
chosen by the design team, and all other assumptions were chosen to be as representative
as possible of current CIP program analysis assumptions used in Minnesota. The
estimated incremental costs are generally based on preliminary estimates rather than bid
alternates, so are less precise than most of the other inputs. No potential building market
value increase associated with recognition as a high perfonnance building was
considered. The analysis was perfonned using a spreadsheet based calculation tool
developed by CEB.
All of the building projects across a wide variety of building types were found to have a
net benefit over an assumed 20 year life when a conservative societal discount rate was
assumed. When a discount rate that is more representative of businesses assumptions is
used, 94% of the building projects are cost-effective over the same 20 year life-cycle
analysis. The majority of projects have high enough cost-effectiveness to the building
owner that they could be considered as reasonable alternatives to developers that use a
long-tenn view in planning investments. However, certain types of buildings tended to
have significantly lower cost-effectiveness than others-most notably religious buildings
and sports facilities.
Results from looking at the standard CIP program definition of societal cost-effectiveness
showed similar trends, with the energy saving upgrades for each of the building projects
being cost-effective. This societal test is generally the most critical test in tenns of
review of CIP program plans proposed by utilities. The general cost-effectiveness
demonstrated in tenns of both the participant and societal tests suggests that the level of
energy savings being considered for the SB2030 energy perfonnance standard can be
cost-effective for a wide range of building types. However, the self-selected nature of the
data set and relatively low cost-effectiveness for specific types of buildings suggests that
either the standards might need to be lower for specific building types, and/or that a
method should be established to provide project-specific limits on the perfonnance
standard based on project-specific cost-effectiveness analysis.
A representation of CIP program cost-effectiveness for the above data set showed very
good cost-effectiveness to the utility for a representative design assistance program and
incentives. In fact the cost-effectiveness to the utilities appears to typically be much
higher than for the building owners. This suggests that higher incentives to building
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owners could make the marketing of the programs more successful (and cost-effective to
the building owners) while still maintaining an attractive cost-effectiveness to the utility.
Therefore, efforts to encourage utilities to increase incentive levels are recommended.

Utility Program Design & Development

As the Sustainable Building 2030 energy performance standard is implemented, eEE will
work cooperatively with utilities to develop and/or modify eIP programs to encourage
new buildings to meet the SB2030 standards. The language of the legislation requires
that utilities address these standards with their programs, and these efforts will help
utilities to optimize their program designs and support their efforts. The first step in the
program efforts was the review of innovative and effective new construction eIP
programs from around the country to determine what program elements could be
effectively applied in Minnesota. A number of ilmovative program elements were
identified-such as a whole building performance standard for small buildings and higher
per unit incentives tied to meeting a green building standard--and a list of these is being
presented to utilities as a menu of possible options. The most critical eIP program
. aspects that will be encouraged and supported are comprehensive design assistance
services, bonus incentives for achieving SB2030 standards, and establishing a
comprehensive whole-building performance program for small buildings.
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COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
Background & Analysis Tool Development

Reasons for Demonstration

of Cost-Effectiveness

The legislation guiding the establishment of the SB2030 energy performance standards
dictates that the standard be " ... cost-effective based upon established practices used in
evaluating utility conservation improvement programs." This requirement to demonstrate
cost-effectiveness is not only important to ensure prudent use of public money in statebonded buildings, but it is also critical to justify utility program support of the SB2030
energy performance standards and voluntary adoption of the SB2030 energy performance
standards for commercial projects.
It is important that any additional up-front investment needed for public buildings to
achieve the SB 2030 energy performance standard yield a long-term energy cost savings
benefit that provides a life-cycle cost advantage. Otherwise, the mandate for higher
energy performance would undercut the ability of state or local governments to provide
their intended public service benefits and erode the support for energy performance
improvements. Therefore, the cost-effectiveness of the preliminary SB2030 energy
performance standards for state-bonded buildings will be verified (as required by the
legislation) before the standards are finalized.
It is anticipated that the largest amount of funding for programs to support and reward the
achievement of the SB2030 energy performance standards for commercial building
projects will be utilities. Utility CIP design assistance programs for new construction
projects have been cost-effective, and the cost-effectiveness of increased CIP program
expenditures linked to the SB2030 energy performance standards will have a big impact
on the amount of financial support that utilities will want to provide. Therefore, it is
important that the cost-effectiveness of CIP program options that support the SB2030
standards be demonstrated. In addition to showing the cost-effectiveness to utilities,
analysis of these potential programs will also evaluate the societal cost-benefit analysis,
which is perhaps the most critical criteria in the Department of Commerce's review of
CIP program plans. Utility program cost-effectiveness also includes an analysis of costeffectiveness to building owners, which is important for making sure that the long-term
economic benefits of meeting the SB2030 energy performance standards will be large
enough that they afford to invest in higher performance buildings. While final analysis of
formally proposed CIP program cost-effectiveness will be performed by each utility,
preliminary analysis of potential programs will be an important tool both for helping
evaluate different program options, and for encouraging utilities to include programs
targeted to the SB2030 energy performance standards.
Background on Economic Evaluation

of Utility Programs

When utilities first started considering load reduction programs as an alternative to
building generating capacity more than two decades ago it required new models for
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evaluating the economic benefits. The California Standard Practice Manual: Economic
Analysis of Demand-Side Programs and Proejcts then emerged as the industry standard
for evaluating the economics of these programs. The economic analysis ofutility CIP
programs in Minnesota generally follows the principles outlined in this document, which
not only considers the economics from the utility perspective, but also from the
perspective of participants and from a societal perspective.
Each of the different economic tests used to evaluate CIP program economics from a
unique perspective is based on a life-cycle cost analysis of the energy saving
improvement. Each test compares the long-term cost saving benefits against the nearterm costs needed to achieve energy savings by converting both into a net present value
at an assumed discount rate. Escalation rates for each of the numerous price factors are
also assumed. The most commonly used metric of these tests in Minnesota is a benefit to
cost ratio (ben-cost ratio) based on the ratio of these net present values. Benefit to cost
ratios above one indicate an economic advantage over the life of the energy saving
measures. Assumed life of the energy saving measures and escalation factors for energy
and other costs are kept constant across the different tests, but different discount rates are
applied for the various tests. The use of the specific tests based on the net present value
benefit to cost ratios in Minnesota is overseen by the Department of Commerce's Office
of Energy Security.

Participant Test
The participant test reflects the economics of a building owner that pays additional upfront costs to achieve savings, and then directly benefits from all of the reduction in retail
energy costs. Error! Reference source not found. summarizes the characteristics of this
test. Note that that for this test the financial incentives from a utility program are counted
as benefits rather than a reduction in costs. Even though energy upgrades are often
evaluated by customers in terms of simple payback, the primary results of this test is the
lifetime sum of the net present value of benefits costs to the net present value of costs
(ben-cost ratio). While any ben-cost ratio above one indicates favorable life-cycle costs
for the participant, the economics alone are not a big motivator for most building owners
unless the ben-cost ratio is significantly higher than one.
Table 1. Participant Test Summary

Initial added (incremental) cost
Any O&M cost increase
Removal cost (less salvage value)

Ben-Cost Ratio* » 1 to achieve significant voluntary market penetration
Ben-Cost Ratio* > 1 may be acce table for governmental entities
*Ben-Cost Ratio is the ratio ofthe net present value of benefits to the net present value of costs.
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A separate discount rate for government buildings has not been defined specifically.
While government buildings have generally been included in CIP programs that serve the
commercial building sector (which are evaluated using a high discount rate), the nature of
the public investment in government buildings may make a lower discount rate more
appropriate for this building sector.
Utility Test
The utility test evaluates the economics of utility CIP program costs against the benefits
of reduced energy generating, transmission and distribution costs. Error! Reference
source not found. summarizes the characteristics of this test. Note that this test looks
only at the cost of a CIP program against the utility's "internal" benefits of reduced costs,
and ignores the potential utility revenue reduction that might result from preventing
energy use with a CIP program (as opposed to allowing the use to occur).
Table 2. Utility Test Summary

Ben-Cost Ratio * > 1 is beneficial to the utili
*Ben-Cost Ratio is the ratio ofthe net present value of benefits to the net present value of costs.

The primary result of the utility test is the ben-cost ratio. From a regulator's standpoint,
any ben-cost ratio of one or more is acceptable for the utility test, but having a higher
ben-cost ratio with increase the likelihood of enthusiastic utility support. A secondary
result that is also often considered by utilities is the program cost per unit of savings in
the first year (e.g. $/kW, $/kWh or $/therrn).
Societal test
The societal test is meant to include the overall net economic impacts of a CIP program
on society as whole, including the utility, all of the utilities' customers, any government
that supports the program through tax credits, and those who will eventually need to pay
to deal with environmental impacts caused by energy use (environmental externalities).
Error! Reference source not found. summarizes the characteristics of this test. Note
that transfer payments between the above named groups are ignored (e.g. end-user utility
bills, CIP program incentives [rebates], and tax credits). This test is typically the most
critical test in Minnesota for determining whether or not CIP program will be considered
for approval by regulators. A ben-cost ratio of at least one is needed for a project to be
considered cost-effective based on the societal test.
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Table 3. Societal Test Summary

Avoided energy generating costs (at wholesale
rates)
Avoided infrastructure costs (e,g power plants,
transmission & distribution)
Any Participant O&M cost savings
Avoided environmental externalities costs

Initial added (incremental) cost
Any Participant O&M cost increase
Removal cost (less salvage value)
CIP ro am administration & ro 'ect cost

Ben-Cost Ratio* > I is acce table to re
*Ben-Cost Ratio is the ratio of the net present value of benefits

lators
to the net present value of costs

Software Tools for Economic Analvsis of Utilitv Programs

Although the underlying equations remain essentially the same, various software
packages are used for the economic evaluation of CIP programs. These include
commercially available software and publicly available spreadsheets. A summary of the
characteristics of a number of analysis tools appears in Error! Reference source not
found.Error! Reference source not found.. After reviewing the capabilities and
limitations of the available tools, CEE developed a new tool to provide a combination of
transparency and capabilities that was not otherwise available.
Commercially available software packages are used by most electric utilities in
Minnesota. DSManager is the legacy software that utilities have used in the past, but
many Minnesota utilities are switching to the newer DSMore software. The primary
advantage of the commercially available software packages is that they generally have
the ability to combine detailed hourly "load shape" information about electric demand
savings for an energy efficiency upgrade with similar detailed information about an
electric utility's hourly marginal costs to generate electricity. The full benefit ofthis
feature is only realized when accurate, detailed information about the timing of an
upgrade's energy savings and about the utility system are available. The level and
accuracy of this information is highest for programs that are targeted to specific energy
saving technologies and/or specific building types. However, the advantages ofloadshape analysis would be largely lost on programs that are primarily based on annual
energy performance improvements that could be accomplished through a combination of
a wide variety of different energy saving technologies-like the Sustainable Buildings
2030 energy performance standard.
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Table 4. Summary of Utility Program Economic Analysis Tools

DSManager

Electric Power
Research Institute
(product support
discontinued)

DSMore

Integral Analytics,
Inc.

if

ProCost

Northwest Power and
Conservation Council

if

ElecBen

Minnesota Department
of Commerce

if

BenCost

Minnesota Department
of Commerce

CEEtest

Center for Energy and
Environment

if

if

if

No longer available
or supported, but
still used because of
familiarity & loadshape libraries

if

Uses Total Resource
Cost test instead of
Societal Test

if

if

Not Actively Used
Minnesota Natural
Gas Utilities are
Required to Use

if

if

if

if

if

Newly developed
for SB2030

The primary disadvantages of the commercially available software are that load-shape
data must be obtained or generated for all energy savings technologies to be analyzed,
and that key inputs are typically not transparently available for review by others. The
detailed hourly information about savings load-shapes and utility costs can have a big
impact on the results, but the load-shapes are typically obtained from a proprietary source
(which does not allow their publication for public scrutiny) and the hourly information is
generally very cumbersome to review (and has typically not been disclosed for public
scrutiny). Moreover, the general percent savings nature expected in the SB2030 energy
performance standards (and the limited data readily available from previous projects and
utilities) means that many "educated guesses" about the hourly values would be
incorporated into any analysis that did use the hourly profiles. Because of these
disadvantages and the limited benefit of the detailed load-shape analysis capability for the
SB2030 standard, commercial software packages were considered inappropriate for this
project.
The more public ProCost spreadsheet based tool is similar in many respects to the
commercial packages, with the advantage of being able to look at both electric and
natural gas savings at the same time. However, it was also considered inappropriate for
the reasons as the commercial software, plus the fact that it includes neither the societal
test nor the capability to use non-uniform escalation rates.
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Two spreadsheets maintained by the Minnesota Department of Commerce (ElecBen and
BenCost) provide standard cost-benefit analysis and have the primary advantages of
being transparent and using a simple annual average representation of utility costs per
unit. However, each of these tools has limitations that prevent it from being a
comprehensive tool for evaluating cost-effectiveness for this project. Each of these
spreadsheets was designed primarily for one fuel (electricity or natural gas) and neither
provides a complete enough representation of the other fuel to provide a comprehensive
representation of the participant and societal benefits for projects that have impacts on
both fuels. ElecBen lacks any inputs for natural gas savings and BenCost ignores the
dual considerations of demand (kW) and energy use (kWh) that each have a big impact
on electric costs. In addition, neither of the spreadsheets has any built-in parametric
analysis capabilities. For the above reasons, the publicly available cost-benefit analysis
tools were not considered adequate for the purposes of screening the cost-effectiveness of
possible SB2030 energy performance standards and implementation programs.
Because of the absence of a pre-existing energy efficiency program cost-benefit analysis
tool with the. appropriate capabilities for this project, CEE developed a spreadsheet based
program (CEEtest-Combined Energy and Environmental Transparent Economic
Screening Tool) with these capabilities. The key capabilities built into the spreadsheet
are: simultaneous evaluation of the impact of both electric and natural gas savings,
transparency of assumptions, and simultaneous evaluation often different scenarios. The
ability to use non-uniform escalation rates was also considered important for evaluating
the impact of scenarios with step-wise cost variations such as: the consideration of
individual power plant construction, and a future carbon value associated with a tax or
cap-and-trade systems. Results from CEEtest were verified against ElecBen and
BenCost. While some variable names and table layouts were incorporated from the
publicly available spreadsheets, CEEtest it was built up with a structure that provides the
ability to evaluate multiple scenarios with concise, transparent summaries of input
assumptions and key results (and detailed tables that make every step of the calculations
transparent for review). Error! Reference source not found. shows the general
structure of the CEEtest spreadsheet and sample spreadsheet tables are shown in
Appendix A.
All of the inputs for up to ten parametric runs are summarized in one spreadsheet tab.
Automatic formatting in the input summary clearly note which input assumptions change
from one parametric one to the next. The only inputs not completely detailed in the input
summary tab are annual cost increases for those costs that are treated as non-uniformly
increasing each year. Nearly all costs can be treated as either uniform (fixed percentage
increase each year) or non-uniform escalation. Uniform escalation rates are entered on
the input summary tab and any yearly non-uniform escalation steps are entered in a
separate escalation schedule tab for each applicable parametric run (10 separate tabs).
The input summary tab indicates whether or not a uniform escalation is applied to each
cost variable. Within the input tab, inputs are grouped according to whether they apply to
a specific utility type (i.e. gas vs electric) or the customer directly, and whether or not
they are fixed or change with CIP program design (e.g. retail rate structure vs number of
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buildings and/or the amount of financial incentive for a program). A number of macros
were also created to allow for the batch resetting of: default assumptions, matching
assumptions to the first run, and uniform escalation. The combination of input structure
and macros provides great flexibility for changing assumptions in parametric runs while
makes the definition and documentation relatively straightforward.
The cost-benefit calculations have every step shown in detail with a separate spreadsheet
tab for each cost-benefit test and each of the ten parametric runs (a total of 40 calculation
tabs). Each tab includes the detail of each year's calculation and the key summary results
from the test. The

Figure 6. Organization of CEEtest Spreadsheet Tabs

electric utility and gas utility cost-effectiveness test results for each scenario are
calculated in separate tabs. The 40 spreadsheets tabs provide detail that can be
transparently reviewed, and the summary results are then fed into the output summary.
The output summary tab has both a table and chart that summarize the results. While the
chart shows the benefit to cost ratios for the four cost-effectiveness tests and ten
parametric runs, the table includes additional summary information that is also often of
interest to program planners.
Analysis Inputs

Baseline values of inputs into the cost-effectiveness analysis were developed to be as
representative as possible of upcoming and recent CIP program filings in the state. The
Office of Energy Security (OES) within the Minnesota Department of Commerce
generally gives utilities direction for each input regarding specific values to use or
methods of calculating utility-specific values. The direction given to utilities for filings
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on June 1,2009 (OES 2009) were used as the primary source of input assumptions for a
number of variables. Where utility-specific values must be calculated, representative
values were taken from recent CIP filings by the largest electric and gas utilities (Xcel
Energy 2008 and CenterPoint Energy 2008). Likewise, the electric rate structure of
Minnesota's largest electric utility was used as a representative indication. CEE also
conducted independent research into a number of the inputs to gain insight into the
appropriateness of the values being used in Minnesota, and reasonable alternate values
that could be used in sensitivity analysis. However, all of the baseline values outlined in
the next two sections and used for preliminary evaluation of cost-effectiveness were
based on OES direction and/or contemporary CIP filings.
The analysis inputs generally fall into one of two categories: those that do and those that
do not vary with CIP program design changes. The inputs that do not change reflect
general conditions for a utility (e.g. retail rates and the wholesale cost of fuel to the
utility). The following sub-section outlines the data sources and values for these inputs,
which tend to have a significant impact on all of the cost-benefit analysis tests. A
number of the inputs can change significantly between one individual utility CIP program
and another (e.g. number of participants and CIP program cost), and the treatment of
these inputs in the analysis is summarized in the Error! Reference source not found.
subsection.
Representative General Conditions for Minnesota Utilities

CEE compiled a representative summary of utility and economic conditions for
Minnesota to use as a basis for the economic analysis of Sustainable Buildings 2030
energy performance standards. Although some of these variable do vary from one utility
to another (e.g. retail rate structure for electricity), they generally do not change
significantly between one CIP program and another for the same customer class. The
inputs that represent the general conditions for Minnesota utilities are described in more
detail below, along with the base values assumed and data source for each input.
Electric utility general condition inputs are summarized in Error! Reference source not
found.. Where possible, these inputs are based directly on representative values
indicated by OES, and other inputs are based on values from an individual utility. The
most notable input variation between utilities is the electric retail rate structure and level.
A true Minnesota-wide weighted average electric rate is difficult to define because of the
very different combinations of demand, energy use, and meter charges used in different
electric utilities. Therefore, the most used electric rate structure for institutions and
businesses-the Al4 general service rate for Xcel Energy's commercial customers-was
chosen as a representative input Variations from this rate structure and level for other
utilities can have a big impact on the participant test, but do not impact the societal test
which is the most critical test for policy setting. Wholesale electric generation and
distribution costs are the key utility to utility variation that impacts the societal test.
However, the establishment of a more open and active wholesale electric market in the
region over the last several years has lowered the utility to utility variations in these costs.
Representative values from MISO and recent CIP filings for design assistance programs
that are performance based (rather than focused on a specific technology) were used to
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represent the energy and demand cost savings that can be achieved by buildings meeting
the SB 2030 energy performance standards. Although the analysis tool is capable of
taking more seasonal variations into account, lower than expected seasonal variation in
electric energy costs seen in wholesale data from MISO and limited data availability for
other items caused annual representative values to be used for most inputs.
Table 5. Representative Electric Utility Inputs for Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Marginal Energy Cost ($/KWh)
Escalation Rate
Avoided Capacity Cost ($!KWlYr)
Escalation Rate
Variable Electric Operations &
Maintenance Cost Saving
Escalation Rate
Avoided Environmental Damage Costs
($!KWh Saved)
Escalation Rate
Retail Energy Rate ($/KWh)
Escalation Rate
Retail Demand Charge Summer
($!KW/Month)
Escalation Rate
Retail Demand Charge Winter
($!KW/Month)
Escalation Rate
Percent Line Loss

# of Summer Months

$0.0247

OES2009

4.00%

OES 2009

$135

Xcel 2007-9 CIP Escalated

2.40%

Xce12007-9 CIP

$0.0056

Xcel 2007-9 CIP Escalated

4.00%

OES 2009

$0.0060

OES 2009

1.83%

OES 2009

$0.0422

Xcel AI4 Rate in 2009

1.76%

OES 2009

$10.15

Xcel A14 Rate in 2009

1.76%

OES2009

$6.81

Xcel A 14 Rate in 2009

1.76%

OES 2009

8%

OES 2009

4

Xce1 A14 Rate in 2009

$0.05376 per M1SO 2007 (includes
effect of demand)

$0.012 to $0.064 per Roach &
Mossburg 2008 Report to PUC

6% Xcel 2009 Modification

Natural gas utility general condition inputs are summarized in Error! Reference source
not found.. Where possible, these inputs are based directly on representative values
indicated by OES, and other inputs are based on values from an individual utility.
Table 6. Representative Natural Gas Utility Inputs for Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Commodity Cost ($/MCF)

Escalation Rate

$9.13

2.35%
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Demand Cost ($/UniUYr)
Escalation Rate

Variable O&M ($/MCF)
Escalation Rate

Gas Environmental Damage Factor
($/MCF)
Escalation Rate

Retail Rate ($/MCF)
Escalation Rate

$100.91

Xcel 2009 Modification

$119.12 CenterPoint 2009 CIP

2.35%

OES 2009

1.29% CenterPoint 2009 CIP

$0.0692

CenterPoint 2009 CIP

2.35%

OES2009

$0.33

OES 2009

1.83%

OES 2009

$10.92

Commodity Cost Plus
CenterPoint Energy's 2009
Delivery & Demand
Charge

2.35%

OES 2009

$0.48to $3.62 per Roach & Mossburg
2008 Report to PUC

5.65% EIA Historical Data for MN
(1997-2007)

Another key set of assumptions that has a significant impact on the cost-benefit analysis
results are the discount rates used to de-value future cost savings when calculating net
present value. The discount rates are summarized in Error! Reference source not
found. Error! Reference source not found.. Note that OES directs the matching of the
participant discount rate to the utility discount rate for commercial customers, and the
lower societal discount rate for residential customers. These are meant to approximate
the cost of capital for the different customer classes. The utility and commercial
customer discount rates are based on a utility's cost of capital per its most recent rate
case. Government customers and other public institutions have historically been in
included in the commercial customer class. However, the assumption of a lower societal
discount rate for state bonded buildings was deemed a reasonable policy alternative for
the SB2030 energy performance standard analysis because of the longer-term building
investment planning view that these institutions tend to have (compared to typical
commercial customers) and their general interest in long-term societal benefit versus
short-term investment return.
Table 7. Discount Rate Inputs for Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Participant Discount Rate (General
Commercial)

7.14%

Weighted average of utility discount rates
(2/3 electtic and 1/3 gas)

Participant Discount Rate (Option for
State-Bonded Buildings)

3.22%

See societal discount rate

Electric Utility Discount Rate

7.29%

Xcel 2009 CIP Modification

Gas Utility Discount Rate

6.83%

CenterPoint Energy 2009 CIP Filing

Societal Discount Rate

3.22%

20-Year Daily TreasUlY Long Term Rate as of
1/2/2009 (reported by OES)

Program and Project-Specific Inputs

A large number of program and project specific inputs vary significantly between
different possible CIP programs and/or specific buildings for a given utility. These inputs
are summarized in this subsection, along the values used for the preliminary costMinnesota Sustainable Building 2030-Final Report
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effectiveness analysis that has been performed. This cost-effectiveness analysis is
generally based on buildings designed to have on-site energy usage at least 40 percent
below energy code. Data for 115 such buildings was provided by the The Weidt Group,
based on participants in CIP funded energy design assistance programs. The preliminary
analysis assumes that buildings will be served by a CIP program similar in scope and per
participant utility program delivery cost to Xce1 Energy's Energy Design Assistance
(EDA) Program. Future CIP programs that target the SB2030 energy performance
standards are expected to have the same core characteristics as this program, with
additional features. All of the sample building projects analyzed received incentives
through this, or a similar, program and the actual incentive levels provided were used.
While future efforts are expected to include more detailed evaluations of possible CIP
program alternatives, the initial analysis focused on evaluating the different aspects of
cost-effectiveness for a good representation of a current, comprehensive new construction
CIP program that is focused on overall building performance.
Table 8. Electric Utility CIP Program/Project Specific Inputs for Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Electric Utility Project Delivery ($/Participant)

$25,139

Xce12008 Status Report--2007 Actual

Electric Utility Administration ($/Patiicipant)

$2,646

Xce12008 Status Report--2007 Actual

Electric Utility Incentive Costs ($/Participant)

Varies by Building

Data from The Weidt Group

I

Number of Participants in Electric Program

Varies by Building

Data from The Weidt Group

0.928

Xcel2008 Status Report-EDA

I

Assumed

Peak Monthly Load Reduction Summer (kW)

Varies by Building

Data from The Weidt Group

Avg Monthly Load Reduction Summer (kW)

70% of Peak

Assumed

Avg Monthly Load Reduction Winter (kW)

60% of Peak

Assumed

Average Energy ReductionIPmiicipant Total (KWh)
Peak Coincidence Factor
Target Group Diversity Factor

The electric utility CIP program specific inputs are detailed Error! Reference source
not found. in Error! Reference source not found.. Note that actual utility program
costs for admin and delivery were divided by the number of participants to yield a per
participant program cost that can be used with individual buildings to provide
representative ben-cost ratio results.
The natural gas utility CIP program specific inputs are detailed Error! Reference source
not found. in Error! Reference source not found.. Gas utility project costs were only
assigned to the small fraction of sample building projects that had received a natural gas
energy savings incentive in connection with an electric utility's design assistance
program.
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Table 9. Natural Gas Utility CIP Program/Project Specific Inputs for Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

$4,108

Gas Utility CIP Project Operating Cost ($/Participant)

Varies by Building

Data from The Weidt Group

Number of Participants Gas

Oar 1

Data from The Weidt Group

Average MCFlPart. Saved

Varies by Building

Data from The Weidt Group

1%

Xcel2009 CIP Modification,
CenterPoint 2009 crp

Gas Utility Incentive Costs ($/Participant)

Peak Reduction Factor

The general and participant specific inputs are detailed Error! Reference source not
found. in Error! Reference source not found.. Perhaps the most hard to detennine key
variable is the incremental cost for a higher perfonning building. Values in the analysis
are generally based on preliminary cost-estimates generated by the design teams, which
mayor may not have had much history with the design upgrades. For utility program
analysis in Minnesota, the maximum measure life is currently limited to 20 years based
on direction from OES. While a number of energy saving measures incorporated into the
design of a building wi11last for the life of the building, while other equipment-specific
items (e.g. air conditioner) may have a shorter lifetime than the 20 years. The 20 year life
assumed for the preliminary analysis is consistent with what has been used in CIP filings
for new construction design assistance programs. Note that no potential increase in value
based on recognition as a high perfonnance building was considered in the analysis.
Table 10. General/Participant Project Specific Inputs for Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Direct Patiicipant Cost ($/Participant)

Varies by Building

Other Patiicipant One-Time Cost ($lParticipant)

Data from The Weidt Group

$0

Assumed

Measure Lifetime (Years)

20

Assumed, Xcel 2009 crp
Modification

Participant Non-Energy Savings (e.g. water or O&M)

$0

Assumed

2.50%

Assumed

$0

Assumed

2.50%

Assumed

Escalation Rate
Participant Non-Energy Costs (e.g. increased O&M)
Escalation Rate

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Findings To Date
Public Building Developer/Owners

The participant and societal cost-benefit tests are the most critical to demonstrate that the
Sustainable Buildings 2030 energy perfonnance standards provide a net long-term benefit
to both the institution that funds and operates a building, and to society at large.
Preliminary analysis was conducted for a set of 115 buildings in the region that
participated in CIP funded energy design assistance programs delivered by The Weidt
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I

Group. Buildings were generally included in this data set if the chosen design was
expected to achieve at least 40 percent savings compared to the local energy code at the
time. Average site energy use savings for the buildings was projected to be 50 percent.
The building data set is somewhat self-selected because any projects for which energy
analysis showed poor economics for an aggressive energy saving design would have been
less likely to have chosen the aggressive energy saving design and would have been
subsequently excluded from inclusion. However, analysis of the reported upgrade costs
and savings indicate that energy savings of the same order of magnitude that is expected
in the SB 2030 standards can be cost-effectively achieved for a large number variety of
buildings.
Twenty year life-cycle cost-effectiveness to an owner is demonstrated in Error!
Reference source not found. by benefit to cost ratios that are above one. The left-hand
axis and blue bars show the number of buildings of each type in the data set, and the
benefit to cost ratios noted by the box and whisker plots are read from the right hand axis.
The ends of the lines represent the highest and lowest values for the building type, while
the ends of the boxes indicate where the middle 50% of sample buildings of each type
fall. The values in this graph are based on the proposed use of the societal discount rate
for government and quasi-governmental institutions that receive state bond funding. For
the vast majority of buildings-except religious buildings-the benefit to cost ratios are
significantly higher than one, indicating a net benefit to the building owner over 20 years.
Even all of the religious buildings do have a cost-effectiveness of one or more.
The cost-effectiveness does go down somewhat for these projects when the utility's
discount rate is applied to the future savings realized by the building owner (as has been
traditionally done for elP program analysis of commercial customers-including
government entities). These results are shown in Error! Reference source not found..
Although the participant cost-effectiveness is lower with the higher discount rate, the
values are below one for only 6 percent of the buildings in the sample. Although ben cost
ratios just slightly above one can justify a public policy decision, voluntary recruitment of
significant numbers of commercial projects wi11likely require ben-cost ratios of at least
two.
The results of societal benefit to cost ratio analysis are similar to the participant test
results, indicating that the energy savings provides a net economic benefit to society. The
range of values by building type is shown in Error! Reference source not found.. None
of the sample buildings show a benefit to cost ratio of less than one. The societal test is
the most critical from a public policy decision standpoint, so these results strongly
suggest that the level of energy savings expected as part the
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Figure 7. Participant Benefit to Cost Ratios by Building Type (at Societal Discount Rate)
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Figure 8. Participant Benefit to Cost Ratios by Building Type (at Uility Discount Rate)
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10.0

0.0

Figure 9. Societal Benefit to Cost Ratios by Building Type

SB2030 energy performance standard can be justified as a sound, cost-effective policy
for for the majority of buildings. However, the relatively poor performance of all four
religious buildings suggests that there may be some building types that are an exception
to the general rule of cost-effectiveness.
In order to deal with the wide variations in cost-effectiveness by general building type,
the project team will need to further evaluate the cost-effectiveness of various
performance levels for a variety of building types and set the SB2030 performance
standards below the Architecture 2030 savings goals for building types that generally are
not able to cost-effectively achieve these goals. This approach requires significant upfront analysis, but then would provide clear up-front goals that are cost-effectively
achievable by design and development teams. Therefore, this is recommended for
common building types-especially those that represent a significant percentage of statebonded building projects. However, this up-front analysis approach is limited in that it
can foresee neither all design options that a design team might incorporate, nor all the
building types for which the SB2030 energy performance standards could be applied.
Since it is not possible or cost-efficient for the project team to fully anticipate and
evaluate all possible building and space use types, there is also expected to be a need for
a project-specific "waiver" system for building types that can not cost-effectively achieve
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the SB2030 general energy performance standard. This is expected to be a more flexible
general procedure that can be used to reduce the percentage energy savings requirement
for individual projects, but puts the burden on the design and development team to
demonstrate that a specific project cannot cost-effectively achieve the SB2030 percentage
savings goals. Such a system should require that analysis of a number of different
aggressive energy saving design options be performed to both conclusively show that the
percentage savings in the SB2030 standard cannot be achieved in a way that is costeffective from both a societal and participant perspective (ben-cost ratios of one or
higher), and to determine a lower percentage savings target that achieves the highest
possible savings while still being cost-effective from both a societal and participant
perspective.
Further investigation also found that the benefit to cost ratios did not seem to show any
dramatic, systematic pattern of dropping off as the percentage energy savings increased.
Error! Reference source not found. shows a scatter plot of the societal ben/cost ratio as
a function ofpercent site energy savings compared to code. The absence of a strong
trend in the data suggests that very large reductions in energy use can often be achieved
as cost-effective as lower levels of energy savings. Similar analysis on subsets of the
data (e.g. elementary schools) also did not show any clear tendency for the costeffectiveness to drop off sharply with increasing percentage savings.
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Figure 10. Cost Effectiveness Varition with Percent Energy Savings
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80%

Utility Programs
Preliminary analysis suggests that the cost-effectiveness to a large electric utility of a
comprehensive design assistance program that achieves roughly the level of savings
expected as part of the SB2030 standards is very good. These results are summarized in
Error! Reference source not found.. The left-hand axis and blue bars in the graphs
show the number of buildings of each type in the data set, and the benefit to cost ratios
noted by the box and whisker plots are read from the right hand axis. The ends of the
lines represent the highest and lowest values for the building type, while the ends of the
boxes indicate where the middle 50% of sample buildings of each type fall. Note that the
electric utility benefit to cost ratios tend to be much higher than the participant to cost
ratios. This suggests that there is the potential to cost-effectively provide higher
incentive levels that could make the participant economics more attractive while having
only a modest reduction if overall program cost-effectiveness. Therefore, the SB2030
project team plans to support utility efforts to increase CIP program incentives for
achieving energy savings consistent with the SB2030 standards.
Natural gas utility cost-effectiveness for those projects receiving incentives shown in
Error! Reference source not found. indicates even higher cost-effectiveness than for
electric utilities. A majority of the project delivery cost was assigned to the electric
utility making the assumed gas program costs relatively low, and it appears that higher
natural gas program costs could be incurred and still have the program easily justified as
being cost effective to the natural gas utility.
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Figure 11. Electric Utility Benefit to Cost Ratios by Building Type
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Figure 12. Natural Gas Utility Benefit to Cost Ratios by Building Type
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UTILITY PROGRAM DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

The biggest source of funding to encourage and support building designers, developers
and owners in efforts to meet Minnesota's Sustainable Building 2030 standards is
expected to be Conservation Improvement Programs (CIP programs) operated by
utilities. Section 216B.241, Subd. ge indicates that utilities will be required to develop
CIP programs that incorporate certain minimum elements to help building achieve the
SB2030 energy efficiency standards. At the same time, utilities in Minnesota are having
their minimum requirements for energy savings from CIP programs increased
substantially [polish & add reference per Sheldon]. Therefore, efforts to develop models
of utility program approaches and to cooperatively work with utilities to encourage best
practices and funding for CIP program represents a key aspect of the support for SB2030
standards and can be seen by utilities as an opportunity to meet increased CIP
performance goals.
CEE identified model CIP program approaches based on examples of programs in
Minnesota and from around the country, as the first step in developing effective
programs. While utilities in Minnesota have operated successful CIP programs with
some of the elements that will be needed to meet the above requirements, it will be a new
challenge for many of Minnesota's utilities to comprehensively address all of the above
requirements effectively. Minnesota's largest electric utility, Xcel Energy, has long been
an industry leader in programs that have a number of the elements that will be required.
Xcel Energy has worked with The Weidt Group since 1993 to operate an energy design
assistance program for new construction projects that has received national recognition as
an exemplary program (ACEEE 2007). This program was expected to provide a
framework for much of an ideal model CIP program for SB2030,yet it needs to be
updated to expressly incorporate the SB2030 standards. Minnesota's largest natural gas
utility, CenterPoint Energy, has a program to support the development ofLEED certified
buildings that provides one example of several across the country that are linked to a
specific sustainable building energy performance standard. These are two examples of
various utility CIP and state public benefits programs that CEE examined against the
future needs of Minnesota utilities to address the SB2030 energy performance
requirements while developing model program features.
After developing model program features, CEE began efforts to work cooperatively with
key staff from Minnesota utilities to have a positive impact on the development of their
CIP programs. While these meetings educate them about the SB2030 standards and
related CIP program requirements, the main goals of these meetings are to suggest model
approaches that could be used to effectively meet the CIP program requirements for
SB2030 energy standards, and to encourage high levels of utility funding for such
programs that are simultaneously cost-effective to the utilities, society and the
developer/owners.
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Model Utility Program Features

Beyond requiring that utilities design CIP programs to achieve energy efficiency goals
consistent with the Sustainable Buildings 2030 performance standards, the Sustainable
Buildings 2030 legislation calls for the utility programs to have each of the following
elements:
•
•
•

Design assistance and modeling;
Financial incentives; and
Verification of the proper installation of energy-efficient design components

CEE reviewed CIP and state-wide public benefits programs to find examples of program
features that could be used by utilities in Minnesota to simultaneously meet their CIP
program requirements and effectively support the voluntary use of the Sustainable
Buildings 2030 energy performance standards in buildings that are not state-bonded. The
remainder of this section highlights examples of programs that can provide guidance for
program design in Minnesota.

Rebates for Meeting Sustainabilitv Building Guidelines
New construction CIP programs have traditionally provided rebates based on incremental
energy (or demand) savings compared to a minimal standard of performance (typically
the current energy code or minimum standard practice), so the SB2030 legislation's call
to achieve a set level of performance that is dramatically higher than the energy code is a
deviation from this approach. Fortunately, several utilities have already pioneered
programs that provide examples of approaches to encourage projects to achieve specific
sustainable building system target efficiencies that represent a dramatic "step" increase in
performance-as opposed to proportionally rewarding any increase in performance.
Several utilities tie rebates or services to LEED-NC certification, while a limited number
reference other sustainable building or energy performance standards. Error! Reference
source not found. summarizes the key characteristics of several programs-two of
which are in Minnesota-that tie services or financial incentives to specific standards that
are significantly above code requirements. These programs are generally available as a
separate tract or additional component of a more general new construction program.
While program features targeed to specific energy performance ratings in Minnesota have
focused exclusively on providing technical assistance (directly or indirectly through
rebates to engineers), a number of other programs have included incentives. Within
Minnesota, Xce1 Energy provides additional technical assistance in the form of energy
simulations for projects that achieve 16% energy savings and intend to achieve LEED
certification. CenterPoint Energy also provides technical assistance, but more indirectly
through rebates to engineers for design work (rather than energy analysis activites).
While We Energies in Wisconsin has similarly provided design team incentives related to
LEED projects, programs in other parts of the country-especially the west coast-have
also provided owner rebates for projects that meet specific green building or energy
performance goals that are substantially better than the local energy code requirements.
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Besides the LEED green building rating system, the Advanced Buildings Benchmark is
referenced by multiple utilities for smaller building projects.
Table 11. Programs Tied to Sustainable Building or Stand-Alone Energy Performance Ratings

Xcel Energy & The
Weidt Group

LEED
Registered with
16% Savings

Additional
Technical
Assistance

Additional energy analysis and
suppOli of energy perforn1ance credit
certification

CenterPoint Energy

LEED

Engineering
Assistance

Up to $5,000 for engineering design
services; Y2 up front and Y2 after
certification

We Energies

Submitting for
LEED Silver or
Better

Rebates for
Design Team

Also design team rebates for
integrated design process &
simulations

Energy Trust of Oregon

LEED-NCorCS EA credits 3
or 1&5

Rebates

Additional rebates tied to LEED
credits for Enhanced Commissioning
and/or On-Site Renewables plus
Measurement & Verification

Long Island Power
Authority

LEED-NC&
24% better than
ASHRAE90.1
2004

Rebates for
Meaures &
Services

Higher rebate cap, 100% of cost for
simulation, fundamental & enhanced
commissioning, and rebates for
specific LEED credits

San Diego Gas &
Electric

LEED,20%
Savings Vs Code
& Evaluate OnSite Renewables

Rebates for
Owner & Design
Team

20% bonus above standard new
construction rebates plus Y2 of
certification fees

Southem California
Edison (Suatainable
Communities Program)

20% Savings Vs
Title 24 (CA
code) [15%
residential]

Technical
Assistance &
Rebates

Targeted to large mixed use and
multi-building projects

10% and 15%
Savings Vs Title
24 (CA code)

Rebates for
Owner & Design
Team

Projects must achieve 10% savings
to receive owner incentive and 15%
to receive design team incentive

National Grid

Advanced
Buildings
Benchmark

Rebates

We Energies

Advanced
Buildings
Benchmark

Rebates

This tract for buildings <80,000 sf

Energy Trust of Oregon

EnergyStar

Rebates

Much lower cap on rebates than
LEED tract

Savings by Design
(Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, San Diego Gas and
Electric, Southem Califomia
Edison Company, Southem
Califomia Gas Company and
the Sacramento Municipal
Utility Dist)
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Progressive Rebates

While CIP programs in Minnesota that provide new construction performance based
rebates have traditionally had a fixed level of incentive (e.g. $lkW, $/kWh or $/therm) for
savings compared to the state energy code (e.g. $/kW, $/kWh or $/therm), a number of
programs in other Midwestern states and California use progressive rebates to strongly
encourage larger "leaps" in efficiency over smaller incremental improvements. Error!
Reference source not found. summarizes the characteristics of three such programs.
Each of these programs has a minimum percent savings versus a baseline that must be
achieved before any rebates are available. Then, the programs have a sliding or multiple
step scale with rebate amount per unit of savings increasing as the percent savings
increases.
Table 12. Sample Programs With Progressive Rebates

Alliant Energy,
Iowa

Focus On Energy,
Wisconsin

Pacific Power,
California & Washington
Savings by Design (Pacific Gas
and Electric Company, San Diego Gas
and Electric, Southern California
Edison Company, Southern California
Gas Company and the Sacramento
Municipal Utility Dist),

Iowa Code
Owner

(~ASHRAE 90.1

2004)

Owner

Wisconsin Code
(~ASHRAE 90.1
2004) Plus
Limited Program
Requirements

5¢/kWh@
5% savings

l4¢/kWh@
35% savings

@ 10% savings:

@ 30% savings:

$125/kW;

$200/kW;

4¢/kWh;

6¢/kWh;

$OAO/theml

$0.60/therm

Owner

California Title 24

l2¢/kWh@
10% savings

l8¢/kWh@
30% savings

Owner

California Title 24

10¢/kWh@
10% savings

25¢/kWh@
25% savings

Design
Team

California Title 24

5¢/kWh@
15% savings

8.3¢/kWh@
25% savings

California
Savings by Design (pacific Gas
and Electric Company, San Diego Gas
and Electric, Southern California
Edison Company, Southern California
Gas Company and the Sacramento
Municipal Utility Dist),
California

While the above programs are not specifically linked to a sustainable building system
target, they set examples for a progressive rebate structure that could be linked to the
Sustainable Buildings 2030 performance goals. For example, an incentive program could
have a base incentive level per unit of savings (e.g. $/kW) with a large step increase in
the incentive level per unit of savings for projects that meet or exceed the SB2030
performance goals.
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Design Team Incentives

Progressive building owners and developers may provide general direction to design an
energy efficient building, but they are very dependent on the design team's expertise to
determine what is efficient and may not fully appreciate the extra effort required by the
design team to design a building that is dramatically more energy efficient that more
"typical" designs.. The long-term staple of CIP programs has been incentives for the
building owners, but many programs have recognized the critical role of the design
professionals and provide at least one form of incentive or reimbursement. Error!
Reference source not found. outlines the types of designer incentives that have been
used, and highlights examples of some of the programs that have used each of the types.

Table 13. Design Team Rebate Approaches for New Construction Programs

Xcet Energy-Incentives to design team are
intended to offset the cost of involvement in the CIP
design assistance program

Center Point Energy-Incentives to engineers for
the design of efficient equipment
Fixed Design Services
Rebates

Supports involvement in
meetings to evaluate energy
upgrades or for extra design
work to incorporate upgrades

Aiiant Energy (IA)-Program participation to
design team based on project square footage
($2,000 to $13,000)

We Energies-Incentives to design team if
integrated design process

Wisconsin Focus on Energy-Paid to design team
or owner to help offset the cost of developing an
energy efficient design
We Energies-Incentives to design team if
simulation performed

Fixed Building
Energy Simulation
Rebates

Covers at least a portion of the
cost of energy simulation
performed by the design team

Wisconsin Focus on Energy-Fixed $3,000 to
design team or owner to help offset the cost of
simulation as part of developing an energy efficient
design
Energy Trust ofOregon-Engineering study (see
below) often includes simulation (up to $25,000)

Long/stand Power Authority-Up to $50,000 for
projects seeking LEED-NC certification
Savings by Design rCA statewide)-Additional 1/3
Savings Achieved

Provides a rebate proportional to
the level of energy savings
achieved by the design.

of project incentive to design team for projects with
at least 15% savings VS Califomia Title 24 (up to
$50,000)

Northeast Utilities-
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We Energies-AdditionallO% ofproject incentive
to design team
Energy Trust ofOregon-Funds engineering study
work up to Y2 of project incentive or $25,000

To date, new construction CIP programs in Minnesota have generally limited designer
incentives to low levels that offset incremental designer costs associated with CIP
program participation or for traditional design work for energy upgrades. However, two
additional approaches to design team rebates have the potential for cost-effectively
increasing overall program savings.
First of all, providing an option for the design team to receive an incentive for performing
the energy simulation that is typically used in new construction programs to estimate
savings and determine incentive amounts (rather than limiting it to the utility staff and/or
contracted consultants) provides flexibility for quickly increasing program participation.
The specialized nature of simulations and issues with quality control of simulations
performed by firms that are not under a large-scale program contract with the utility have
made the reliability of this option dubious in the past. Over the last few years this option
has become more tenable as the following has occurred:
• many more design firms are developing high level in-house capability to perform
energy simulations;
• standard quality control is provided by a third party for many projects through
USGBC's review of submittals for LEED-NC certification
• widespread use of a standard for energy simulations which compare the energy
performance of a proposed design against a lower efficiency reference case
(Appendix G of ASHRAE Standard 90.1) has taken hold due to requirements in
the LEED-NC rating system and for new federal buildings
The stringent requirements for building energy simulation and its review for projects
applying for LEED-NC certification provide the ability to use ability these results as a
basis for determining incentive levels and compliance with the Sustainable Buildings
2030 energy performance goals. It is expected that a large percentage ofprojects
choosing to achieve the SB2030 energy performance goals will also be applying for
LEED-NC certification, so providing design team incentives to cover at least a significant
part of the simulation cost could be a cost-effective and reliable way to document the
energy performance of a large number of project designs in a CIP program incorporating
SB2030 goals. This is especially true for utilities that do not have a history with
comprehensive design assistance programs.
When providing rebates for simulation it is important to differentiate between the less
rigorous evaluation of many alternatives early in the design process, and the more
rigorous simulation needed to document energy savings of the final design against a
standard. The early design phase modeling, which can have the biggest impact on the
project, should generally not have as rigorous standards because the goal is preliminary
evaluation of design options against each other. At this stage, having part of the design
team perform the simulation provides the potential for a better fine-tuning of designs
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through more iterative feedback and design adjustment than can typically be achieved
when the utility or a separate consulting firm performs the simulation. However, funding
to support this should have minimum requirements for the evaluation of a number of
options. On the other hand, the above referenced standard provides most of the guidance
necessary for documenting savings of the final design (although the results may need to
be scaled to reflect the difference between the current code and the SB2030 baseline).
,

The third approach to designer rebates rewards the design team in proportion to the level
of savings. This can provide a powerful incentive to the individual professionals who
make a multitude of decisions that drive the energy efficiency of the building design.
While We Energies and the Energy Trust of Oregon programs have limited this incentive
based on the equivalent design professional hourly fees, the Savings by Design program
has a more open-ended reward for performance that provides design teams more
flexibility in pursing different design options without committing to specific, minimal
limitation on analysis and design hours for high performance projects that usually include
a number of design features that are not "run of the mill". This type of open-ended
design team rebate based on performance could be very effective at giving designers the
extra motivation necessary to include energy efficient features that require more up-front
work on their part.
Commissioning & Operator Training

Commissioning of buildings involves a third party reviewing the design and construction
to verify that the building energy systems (primarily heating, ventilating and cooling) are
are capable of meeting the owner's performance requirements. At the design stage, the
plans are reviewed against the owner's project requirements, and during the construction
and acceptance phase the systems are verified against the design documents. Another
key aspect of commissioning is the support of ongoing operations through the verification
of training and the preparation of a commissioning report that includes documentation
and manuals for the HVAC systems and their components. While the main goal is make
that things work properly, it is generally recognized that, on average, about 5% energy
savings is achieved. In fact, the LEED-NC green building rating system has
commissioning as one of its very few prerequisites, and categorizes this under the energy
category. Although commissioning is generally an important item, it is especially
important for hmovative energy system designs with which designers and/or contractors
may have limited experience.
For the reasons noted above, a large number of utilities strongly encourage
commissioning of new construction projects through various combinations of incentives
and education. A non-exhaustive list of utilities that provide financial incentives for
commissioning is included in Error! Reference source not found..
Examples of utility programs that specifically include design phase commissioning are
noted in Error! Reference source not found.. Starting commissioning in the design
phase is not only important to identify potential issues with the design meeting the
owner's intended performance, but also to make sure that any items needed to ensure that
systems can be reliably commissioned are included in the design documents (e.g.
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pressure taps to measure pump performance). Because commissioning is sometimes
interpreted to be limited to construction verification, it is important that any intent to
include design phase commissioning and operator training be expressly stated in program
materials. It should also be note that LEED-NC credit for Enhanced Commissioning
includes design phase commissioning, while the Fundamental Commissioning required
for all LEED-NC projects does not.
The importance of strict requirements for operator training (and their verification through
commissioning) is hard to overemphasize. More information about the critical role of
building operations can be found in a separate section of this project report. Even if
building operators
Table 14. Utilities with Commissioning Incentives

Austin Energy, Texas
Energy Trust of Oregon,
Oregon

Long Island Power Authority,
New York

x

-Rebate for Enhanced Commissioning that meets LEEDNC EA credit 3;
-Rebates of l.5¢/kWh plus lO¢/kWh of savings;
-Rebate capped at $20,000

x

-Must use preselected commissioning agents;
Rebates up to 50% of commissioning cost for typical
projects;
-Rebates up to 75% of rebate for savings;
For LEED projects, rebates up to 100% of cost of
Fundamental & Enhanced Commissioning

NV Energy, Nevada
-Commissioning required for projects receiving rebate of
$100,000 or more;
-Commissioning incentive of additional 10% of project
rebate up to $50,000

NYSERDA, New York

Puget Sound Energy,
Washington State

x

-Standard commission rebate of 32¢/square foot;
-Additional rebate if design-phase commissioning

Seattle City Light,
Washington

x

Rebate of$5,000 to $10,000 requires design phase
commissioning

start with a good level of HVAC knowledge, system specific training is importantespecially for innovative systems.
Measurement of Performance Over Time

Many technologies and buildings end up having field performance that doesn't match
expectations-often due to issues with improper installation and/or operation. Therefore,
the measurement of actual energy performance over time is important both to help
building owners identify operational problems that can be addressed, and to provide
feedback to the utilities and designers about the actual performance of designs. While
providing incentives for the measured performance over a long period of time can be
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logistically difficult, it provides a valuable resource for energy savings and information.
Energy Trust of Oregon has two program features that specifically address the issue of
long-term performance measurement, which are described in Error! Reference source
not found. along with the measurement & verification systems they reference.
Table 15. Measure of Performance Items in Energy Trust of Oregon Programs

Energy TlUst of Oregon,
EnergyStar Tract

Rebates are based on becoming an EnergyStar rated new
construction building, which requires specific elements, plus oneyear ofpost-occupancy metered data showing that the building uses
less energy than 75 percent of similar, existing buildings in 2003

Energy TlUst of Oregon,
LEED-NC Tract

-Rebate for Measurement & Verification plan that meets LEED-NC
EA credit 5, which requires a long-term plan for comparing
expected energy use against actual petf01Umnce and the installation
of necessary sub-metering equipment;
-Rebate of 1.5¢/kWh plus 1O¢/kWh of savings;
-Rebate capped at $20,000

Long Island Power Authority,
Green Building Incentives

$1,000 Rebate for Measurement & Verification that meets LEEDNC EA credit 5, which requires a 10ng-tetID plan for comparing
expected energy use against actual perfOlIDance and the installation
of necessary sub-metering equipment

Comprehensive Prescriptive Criteria for Small Buildings

The CBECS 2003 data indicates that more than half of the commercial building area in
the Midwest is in buildings smaller than 50,000 square feet, which has been the minimum
building size minimum for the largest comprehensive design assistance program in
Minnesota. Moverover, 38% of the commercial building area is in buildings smaller than
25,000 square feet. However, achieving the SB2030 energy performance goal in a costeffective way can be especially challenging for small buildings where the costs of
building energy simulation and additional design team meetings represent a relatively
large fraction of the design costs. Moverover, the design-build process often used for
smaller building projects makes it harder for traditional design-assistance services to be
effective. Fortunately, a number of resources have emerged that each provide a
comprehensive set of energy efficiency feature requirements for new buildings that are
significantly higher than most building code requirements.
The most comprehensive and aggressive set of whole-building prescriptive requirements
is the Core Performance Guide written by the New Buildings Institute. This is the latest
version of the Advanced Buildings Benchmark referenced used by a number of programs.
In addition to the base set of requirements, it has a second tier of requirements that is
referred to as enhanced measures. A number of utilities in New England, as well as
Wisconsin, have referenced this guide as a set of requirements for rebates in small
buildings. It has also been recognized in the LEED-NC rating system and has been
recognized by Architecture 2030 as meeting the initial 50% reduction goal when the base
and enhanced measures are required. While it is still unclear exactly how well the
guideline matches up against the 20 I0 60% reduction goal for Minnesota, it appears that
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it can provide the majority of the savings for a variety of small buildings. A precedent
for making modification to create a state-specific version of Core Performance Guide has
also already been set in Vermont.
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) has taken a different approach in developing a set of Advanced Energy
Design Guides (AEDGs), each of which is focused on a different type building and vary
the requirements based on climate zone.. The buildings addressed are:
• Small Retail Buildings (~20,000 square feet)
• Small Office Buildings (~20,000 square feet)
• Small Warehouse & Self Storage Buildings (~50,000 square feet)
• K-12 School Buildings (any size)
The initial set of AEDGs was developed to provide 30% energy cost savings compared to
ASHRAE Standard 90.1 1999 (the 2004 version was determined to be approximately
14% more efficient than this standard). Unfortunately, this level of energy savings is not
as aggressive as the levels of energy savings targeted by the Architecture 2030 goal.
Similar to the ASHRAE design guides, Minnesota's sustainable building guidelines
provide a comprehensive set of prescriptive criteria that together yield a substantial
improvement beyond the current energy code for office buildings. However,
Minnesota's guidelines provide more flexibility for designers to choose between three
different sets of criteria that each emphasize more substantial improvements in specific
systems (e.g. lighting or HVAC).
Finally, a more flexible and easy to apply performance-based method of demonstrating
an overall percentage energy savings compared to ASHRAE 90.12004 has been put into
place by the Minnesota Housing Financing Agency. MHFA's approach allows the use of
COMcheck to document percentage improvements in the lighting and envelope and
provides options for trading off the envelope savings level against various levels of
HVAC equipment efficiency improvement. (COMcheck is a free software program that
is developed and supported by the Department of Energy.) Since the design team
generally performs COMcheck analysis to demonstrate compliance with the Minnesota
Energy Code, this approach requires relatively little additional effort to demonstrate
compliance compared to the level of effort typically undertaken to document energy
performance either for LEED-NC certification or ClP-funded design assistance programs.
The different sets of prescriptive, whole-building requirements noted above provide an
array of options for small building energy performance requirements that could be used
as a basis for rebates. While the building-type specific guidelines may be useful for
encouraging moderate energy performance improvements in certain building types, the
Core Performance guide appears to be the most widely used, widely applicable, and
aggressive guide. CEE recommends that further investigation into and promotion of
small building program options focus on evaluating the possible use of the Core
Performance Guide (and the possible need to make Minnesota-specific modifications)
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and the possible use of a system that combines a COMcheck performance rating of the
envelope and lighting with trade-offs in HVAC equipment efficiency.
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Assisting Minnesota Utilities with CIP Program Development

Suggested Design for MN Utilities bv Tvpe & Size
Large Electric & Combined Utilities

Large electric and combined utilities in Minnesota are generally already delivering (or
have the capability to deliver) new construction programs that have key program
elements needed for encouraging energy efficient new construction (e.g. prescriptive
measure and whole building tracts). However, effectively encouraging energy
performance at the SB2030 level will require new features in these programs. Key
program features that should be considered as programs are designed to address the
SB2030 goals as part of a larger new construction program are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bonus rebates for reaching SB2030 energy performance standards (e.g. higher
$/kW,$/kWh, $/therm for these projects)
Rebates for commissioning (including design phase and operator training)
Additional rebates based on one-year post-occupancy metered energy use
Design team incentive based on savings
An option of rebates for simulation performed by the design team
A comprehensive "prescriptive" option for smaller buildings (such as Core
Performance Guide or ASHRAE design guides)

Smaller Electric & Gas Utilities

Many smaller electric and natural gas utilities in Minnesota may not have the in-house
resources to develop and implement the full-service, multi-tract design assistance
program that is expected to be most effective for encouraging energy performance that
strives for the SB2030 standards. (See the previous section for a more detailed outline of
key features that would be part of a larger, multi-tract new construction program (e.g.
similar to Xcel Energy's Energy Design Assistance program). Moreover, the small
volume ofprojects running through such a project for a smaller utility would make the
administrative costs to develop and operate such a program relatively high. Therefore, it
is recommended that smaller utilities take one of the approaches outlined below:
• Partner with one or more other utilities of the same type to develop and
implement a program that covers a wider service territory
• Partner with one or more utilities of a different type to provide a coordinated
program
• Develop a utility specific program that either subcontracts the program design and
implementation to an outside consultant or which provides substantial rebates to
the design team for energy analysis of options and documentation of the final
design's energy performance.
Work with Utilities on OP Program Design & Implementation

CEE's key objective in working with utilities is to encourage and support their efforts to
design and implement modified, expanded and/or new CIP programs that cost-effectively
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increase building performance in a way that is consistent with the Sustainable Buildings
2030 energy performance standard. To this end, CEE has had meetings and/or phone
conversations with staff from three investor owned electric utilities about the above
program elements and will initiate dialogue with the remaining investor owned utilities,
as well as wholesale providers, and representatives of a number of cooperatives and
municipal utilities in Minnesota this summer. Initial indications are that CIP plans and
program development efforts already reflect some movement in the direction of many of
the program elements suggested, and the project team will work to support utilities' plans
with the key elements noted, and work cooperatively with utilities to encourage and assist
their development of further steps in the direction of the goals of the Sustainable
Buildings 2030 standard.
Support for Utilities With Established} Comprehensive New Construction Programs
The top priorities for working with utilities that already have fairly comprehensive design
assistance programs will be to develop a comprehensive, practical program for small
buildings and to encourage increased incentives for projects that achieve the SB2030
energy savings standards. Xcel Energy is already taking steps in both of these directions,
but expressed keen interested in the further development of program options for small
buildings. The project team intends to have in-depth discussions with utilities and
building industry professionals involved in the design of small buildings about the two
most promising small building program options. Based on the results of the discussions,
the project team expects to further develop a small building program template that is
consistent with Minnesota's SB2030 standard. Additional actions that will be taken to
encourage and support utilities' CIP program development are expected to include
assistance with future CIP program plan development, the submission of supportive
comments through the formal CIP comment process, and support pilot projects.
Support for Utilities Without Established} Comprehensive New Construction Programs
Although the items noted in the previous subsection, will also be addressed with utilities
that don't have established comprehensive design assistance programs, the top priority in
working with these utilities will be to encourage and support their development of such a
program.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A. Sample CEEtest Input, Output and Calculation Tables

Sample Input: Electric Utility Data
Sample Input: General Project Plus Gas Utility Data
Sample Escalation Table
Sample Output Summary: Table
Sample Output Summary: Chart
Sample Calculation Table: Participant Test..
Sample Calculation Table: Societal Test
Sample Calculation Table: Electric Utility Test
Sample Calculation Table: Gas Utility Test
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Ie Executive Summary
Survey Objective
Years of existing building energy use research, energy audits and recommissioning
studies repeatedly show that existing buildings will use 10-20% more energy than
necessary unless there is an orderly ongoing process to prevent this waste.
The objectives of this study were to first define the characteristics of a model process to
prevent excess energy use, and second to survey the "energy-efficient operation
marketplace" to see how current practice compares to the model process.
The final goal is to draw conclusions regarding the potential for reducing building energy
consumption through improved operating efficiency, and to identify what can be done to
achieve the potential savings.
Survey Methods
The model process for achieving and sustaining energy-efficient operation in existing
buildings was derived from reviews of "best practices" literature, along with interviews
of energy managers, consulting engineers specializing in building energy use, and with
persons experienced in managing analogous processes (i.e., managing outcomes for
ongoing multi-variable processes).
Information on current energy-efficient operation practices was gathered through
interviews with persons engaged in managing existing building energy use, both at the
management level and at the task level, as well as with providers of energy-related
services, such as energy audits, recommissioning, test and balance studies and energy
management services.
Findings: Characteristics of Method to Sustain Energy-Efficient Operation
The model process that emerged for sustaining energy-efficient operation in existing
buildings has the following key characteristics:
a) It must be supported by a management-led understanding that buildings will use
10-20% more energy than necessary unless there is an ongoing process in place
specifically designed to prevent this waste.
b) It requires an institutionalized, ongoing management process as opposed to
periodic engineering interventions.
c) The process must establish its priorities on knowledge of the annual energy
consumption of each system or device, and on an understanding of the potential of
each to consume excess energy.
d) It must make the energy performance of the most significant energy-consuming
components measurable.
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e) It must utilize trained people who periodically conduct performance
measurements to verify that key energy-consuming devices are using only as
much energy as is necessary.

f) The procedures and schedules for the measured verification of operating
efficiency must be sufficiently documented to allow supervision of the activity.

Findings: Current Practices in Energy-Efficient Operation
The process of evaluating current practices in light of this energy-efficient operation
management model resulted in the following findings:

1. Only a few of the largest institutions recognize that a focus on energy-efficient
operation can achieve and sustain a significant energy use and cost reduction.
2. Almost no institutions have built into their normal operating and maintenance
practices a process specifically designed to prevent excess energy use.
3. Only one institution interviewed had sufficient documentation of component
energy use to establish operating efficiency process priorities.
4. Many facilities have the capability to measure some energy consuming
component performance through their computerized control system. However,
this capability is seldom utilized.
5. It is common for building operators to conduct performance measurements of
various energy-conserving devices. However, these measurements are typically
initiated to solve a comfort or maintenance problem, and almost never directed
specifically at detecting excess energy consumption.
6. Buildings do not currently have well-documented procedures and schedules
specifically focused on energy-efficient operation. As a result, building owners or
managers cannot assign the appropriate tasks or supervise the work.
In facilities where component energy performance is monitored, it is entirely
dependent upon the capabilities and zeal of an individual employee, with little
prospect for persistence when their employment ends.
7. Some energy use management efforts, particularly in K-12 schools, focus upon
the energy-consuming components controlled by building occupants. Most
activities undertaken to avoid operating energy waste are performed by operating
and maintenance staff and are focused on the heating, ventilation and air
conditioning equipment under their jurisdiction. Few examples were found where
a cross-functional structure has been set up to coordinate the activities and
behavior of all of the people who affect the operation of significant energy
consumers.
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8. Most facilities interviewed have at some time in the past engaged the services of
specialists to conduct energy audits, and/or to perform recommissioning services.
They typically study the operating efficiency of a limited portion of energy
consumers, and they make no provision for the persistence of any operating
improvements achieved. Only a portion of these efforts are directed towards
identifying operating inefficiencies, and the equipment studied is limited.
Conclusions
a) The management of most buildings includes practices to minimize comfort
complaints and to prevent the premature failure of equipment. However, few
have routine practices in place intended to sustain energy-efficient operation. As
a result, most buildings consume 10-20% more energy than necessary to perform
their intended function.
b) The periodic employment of energy audits and recommissioning studies
consistently uncover operations savings opportunities, demonstrating that
buildings typically operate with undetected excess energy consumption. Not all
operating malfunctions identified by these studies are corrected, and those that are
corrected are likely to recur due to the lack of an orderly process to prevent
recurrence.
c) While a number of programs and services have been directed at operating
efficiency in existing buildings, the work of combining the best of these practices
into a comprehensive energy efficient management process has yet to be done.
d) Building owners and facility managers must be made aware that sustained
operating efficiency requires an ongoing management process (as opposed to a
series of engineering projects), and provided with the following assistance in
establishing an energy-efficient operations process in their facilities:
1. A method for estimating the operations savings potential of their buildings
2. A model to follow in setting up their "Energy-Efficient Operations
Process"
3. Technical assistance with setting up and documenting a process tailored to
their building(s)
4. Training for staff assigned to perform the process tasks
Recommendations
Develop materials to allow building owners and managers to recognize the operating
efficiency savings potential of their facilities.
Develop a model format for an "Energy-Efficient Operations Process" (EEOP) that can
be adapted to individual buildings.
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Train specialists who can be hired by building owners to set up an EEOP specific to their
facilities, while at the same time detecting and eliminating currently existing excess
energy use.
Develop training for facility and maintenance managers specifically to supervise and
manage the EEOP.
Develop training for building operators and contract maintenance providers in the
specific EEOP tasks.

II. Overview - Energy Use and Cost Management in Buildings
A comprehensive process for minimizing energy use and cost in buildings consists of an
ongoing involvement in the following activities:
Energy Purchasing:
The goal of Energy Purchasing management is to buy energy at the lowest unit cost.
Example considerations in this sector include district energy versus owned boilers and
chillers, interruptible versus firm gas use, electrical rate demand-limiting agreements and
off-peak consumption agreements, as well as alternative energy sources such as wind and
solar power. This sector is not directly concerned with how much energy is used, but
rather how much it costs per unit.
Acquisition of Energy-Efficient Equipment:
The goal of this activity is to make capital investments in more efficient energyconsuming equipment, with the intention of improving the energy-efficiency of buildings.
In new construction, attention is paid to the design of the building envelope as well as the
design and selection of efficient mechanical and electrical equipment. While all of these
options can be considered in retrofits, the most common energy-efficient equipment
improvements in existing buildings consist of upgrades to lighting, motors, controls,
chillers and boilers.
Activity in this area is typically constrained by the availability of capital dollars, and the
institution's return on investment criteria.
Energy-Efficient Operation:
The goal of energy-efficient operation is to ensure that the building, as currently designed
and equipped, uses only as much energy as is necessary to perform its intended function.
This is the most elusive of the three components of energy-efficiency in buildings.
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III. The Value and Importance of Energy-Efficient Operation
The broad goal of the SB 2030 program is focused on encouraging ever more efficient
equipment in buildings. (Component G). However, it is clear that the long-term benefit of
investments in efficient buildings will depend heavily upon how efficiently these building
are operated.
Years of research and analysis by building energy experts, and the nearly universal
experience of persons who have performed recommissioning on existing buildings,
clearly indicates that most buildings in the U.S. consume 10 to 20% more energy than
they need to due to operating inefficiencies.
If these estimates of excess energy consumption are applicable to Minnesota, they
suggest that optimizing the operating efficiency of commercial buildings could save
Minnesotans between $260 and $530 million per year, and reduce non-residential
building-related carbon emissions by 10 to 20%.

IV. The Energy-Efficient Operation Survey
The intent of this survey is to gather information on how efficiently non-residential
building are presently operated, and to solicit recommendations on how to improve
operating efficiency in areas where significant improvement is possible.
The information-gathering consists of interviews with a wide variety of people involved
in building operating efficiency, representing a broad range of building types.
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Prior to the interviews, information was assembled on the challenges presented in
achieving and sustaining energy-efficient operation. The interview discussion topics
were then directed towards how people addressed the following challenges in their
facilities:

1.

The challenge of sustaining energy-efficient operation
A building's total energy consumption is the sum of the individual
consumption of its many energy-consuming devices. How each device
needs to operate can vary due to changes in occupancy, desired conditions
and weather. How each device actually operates can change, due to
changes in its condition and due to intentional or unintentional changes in
how it is controlled.
The challenge is to maintain a coincidence over time between how each
device actually operates and how it needs to operate, recognizing that both
"need" and "actual" are subject to change.
The challenge of managing variable components over time suggests that
achieving and sustaining energy-efficient operation requires an ongoing
management process and cannot be achieved by a "moment in time"
project.

2.

The challenge of managing multiple components
Buildings typically contain hundreds of energy-consuming devices, and
ideally each of these would be monitored to verify that it is using only as
much energy as is necessary to perform its intended function.
Fortunately, experience has shown that the "80-20 rule" generally applies
to building energy use, in that 80% of the energy is consumed by 20% of
the energy-consuming devices. For this reason, it is practical to restate the
definition of energy-efficient operation as:
"A process to ensure that each significant energy-consuming device use
only as much energy as is necessary to perform its intended function."
All of this evidence suggests that a cost-effective energy-efficient
operation process should be founded on a knowledge of which energyconsuming devices warrant the greatest management attention.

3. How to manage multiple modes of operation
Energy-consuming devices in buildings are generally operated under one
of the following three modes of operation:
Operating Mode A:
The criteria for operation and the control of the device are both decided by
the occupants. Examples include switched lighting, computers, copiers,
lab hoods, kitchen exhaust fans and miscellaneous plug loads.
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Operating Mode B:
The criteria for operation are determined by occupants, but the control of
the device is determined by the building operators. An example is air
handler fans - the occupants determine what hours of the day their space is
to be at "occupied", and the building operator sets up the controls to tum
the fan on and off at times appropriate to maintain the "occupied"
conditions.
Other examples are scheduled lighting control, space temperature and
humidity setpoints, and ventilation air.
Operating Mode C:
The criteria for operation and the control of the device are determined by
the building operator. Examples include boilers, cooling towers, chillers,
pumps and the control of most components of air-handling systems.
Responsibility for the energy-efficient operation of Mode A devices must
be assigned to occupant managers, while Mode C responsibility resides
with operations management. The energy-efficient operation of Mode B
devices requires a cross-functional structure and shared accountability by
occupants and operators (see Attachment A).

4. How to make energy performance measurable
All management systems require the ability to measure the actual outcome
and to define an expected outcome to which the actual can be compared.
To manage the operating efficiency of buildings it is necessary to manage
the operating efficiency of each of its most significant energy-consuming
components.
The desired outcome in buildings is that each significant energyconsuming device operates efficiently, and it is therefore necessary to
develop the ability to measure the actual performance of each and to
define what the desired performance is. As energy is the product of rate of
consumption multiplied by time of operation, the measurement should be
an expression of rate and time.
An "Operating Mode A" example is the management of electrical energy
consumed by office equipment (computers, copiers, printers, task lights,
etc.). A measurement over time (trend log) of the electrical use at the
transformer serving this equipment will show the actual energy use
profile. The required use profile can be determined by repeating this
measurement after carefully verifying that equipment goes on and off
coincident with need (see below). This component of energy use is now
manageable, in that someone can be made accountable for managing a
coincidence between the actual use profile and the required use profile.
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5. How to integrate "outside energy services"
There are a wide range of services available to the building owner that can
affect how efficiently energy-consuming components operate. These range
from periodic boiler and chiller tune-ups, to maintenance contracts for
various equipment, to performance contracts that accept responsibility for
energy use for the life of the contract. Other services include energy
audits, recommissioning services and LEED certification for existing
buildings.
The building owner or manager has to decide if, when and how to
integrate these sources of expertise into the process of sustaining energyefficient operation.

V. Survey Questions
The data gathering consists of interviewing people responsible for building operations,
both at the Management level and at the Task level. The questions asked were derived
from the background information and challenges covered earlier in this report.
Example Questions at Management Level:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Estimate of the value of the "operating efficiency" component
What are current activities - projects versus process
How do you decide where to expend effort
What are current activities in each mode
Are key functions "measurable"
What outside resources do you employ

Example Questions at Task Level:
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18:00

1. What specific operating efficiency tasks are performed (Mode A - Mode B Mode C)
2. Are operating efficiency tasks "institutionalized" (assigned and managed)
3. Who performs operating efficiency tasks
4. What skills, tools and training are available for operating efficiency tasks
5. What time is available for operating efficiency tasks

VI. Interview Subjects
A total of23 interviews were conducted with subjects representing both people engaged
in managing and operating buildings, and people who provide energy-efficiency services
to building owners and managers.
The interview subjects with direct energy management responsibilities represented 237
buildings, 44 million square feet, and a combined energy expenditure of$87.8 million
annually.
Building Categories:
State Government
Large Office (managed)
Large Office (owner occupied)
University
K-12 schools
Large Retail
Provider Categories
Recommissioning
Energy Audit
LEEDEB
LEEDNC
Test & Balance
SEE (K-12 schools)
ReDirect (K-12 schools/offices)
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VII. Findings
Value of Energy-Efficient Operation
Most participants in the energy management field do not conceive of energy-efficient
operation as an activity separate from projects to upgrade equipment, and therefore have
not considered its savings potential.
Many consider a building that generates few occupant comfort complaints to be operating
"well", and therefore operating efficiently. They do not understand that persistent excess
energy consumption can go undetected by typical operation and maintenance procedures.
In general, people do not believe significant energy use reductions are possible through
improved operation of existing equipment.
Operating Efficiency Process
Most energy conservation activities involve upgrading existing equipment or controls and
are characterized by a series of improvement projects. Few view operating efficiency as
an ongoing, continuous process.
Places were found where operating efficiency activities are seen as a continual process,
and performed with some regularity, resulting in considerable reductions in energy use.
However, these activities usually result from someone's personal interest and zeal. Their
activities are not recorded, understood by management or institutionalized. The operating
efficiency and energy savings achieved are dependent upon one individual's continuing
employment.
Deciding Where to Focus Operating Efficiency Efforts
Some well-trained and experienced energy managers have a relatively accurate intuitive
understanding of which devices consume the most energy, how they can fail to operate
efficiently and therefore how to prioritize their operating efficiency efforts. However, no
one has a studied allocation of past energy use from which to establish well-documented
priorities.
As one might expect, operators tend to pay the most attention to the energy consuming
devices they happen to be most familiar with.
In general, energy managers have little or no information that guides them to the areas
where operating efficiency management is most beneficial.
Current Activities in Operating Modes A-B-C
(See Section 111.3 for an explanation of modes)

Operating Mode A:
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Responsibility for energy use is typically given to building engineers. As they recognize
that they have no control over the people who operate this equipment, Mode A operation
is generally not attended to. Some K-12 schools, programs have been developed to
specifically deal with Mode A energy use. They report energy savings of over 10%
mostly from Mode A activities. One notable finding from those activities is the fact that
it takes time and a persistent process to change the behavior that underlies Mode A
energy waste.
Operating Mode B:
Larger institutions tend to have a capability to adjust schedules and setpoints to current
occupant needs. However, in most facilities this activity is not a scheduled, assigned
function and not performed on a frequency consistent with the possibility of a change in
needs.
There is general agreement that this mode has a high potential for energy savings or
energy waste.
Operating Mode C:
Some facilities pay considerable attention to Mode C operated equipment. In all such
cases, this attention is the result of a highly capable and personally motivated individual.
In most facilities, building engineers spend the vast majority of their time responding to
comfort complaints, equipment failures or routine maintenance.
Few instances were found where proactive activities are performed specifically to ensure
the energy-efficient operation of a device or system. It is assumed that routine
maintenance achieves operating efficiency.
Ability to Measure Performance of Energy-Consuming Equipment
Most building operators have instruments with which to measure various operating
characteristics of energy-consuming devices, such as temperature, electrical current and
air flow. In addition, most buildings have some form of computerized energy
management system that can report temperatures as well as the status of motors, valves
and dampers. The primary use made of these measurement capabilities is to diagnose
operational problems. While these capabilities could be used to proactively look for
energy-wasting malfunctions, this is seldom done. Most building operators are not
trained in measurement techniques specific to detecting energy-wasting malfunctions,
and this work is not normally included in their job description.
The quantity of energy used by any energy-consuming device is a function of its rate of
use over its time of operation. Therefore, the most useful measurement for assessing
energy performance is a recording of a series of short-interval measurements (trendlog).
While most building control systems can trendlog the points they control, this capability
is seldom used to verify energy-efficient operation. Building operators are typically not
trained in how to use the trending capability and/or in what to trendlog and how to
interpret the data collected. Most buildings have a number of key energy users whose
variables cannot be trendlogged by the existing control system. There are a large number
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of inexpensive portable dataloggers available in the marketplace, but few building
operators have them or are trained in how to use them to detect operating inefficiencies.
In summary, the technology for measuring the actual performance of energy-consuming
devices is available and affordable. However, this important capability is seldom
utilized, in large part because building operators lack the necessary training, tools and
accountability.
Use of Outside Resources
Introduction
In addition to in-house energy management capabilities, there are a number of outside
resources available to building owners and managers that can affect the building's
operating efficiency. While most of these are only partially directed at how buildings
operate, they were each evaluated in light of their ability to contribute to the longterm, sustained energy-efficient operation. The key activities looked for in each
resource or series are as follows:
1. Establish energy management priorities by identifying the key energy consumers,
rank ordered by annual use and cost.
2. Verify, through measurements, that all key consumers are using only as much
energy as is necessary to perform their current function.
3. Correct any significant energy-wasting malfunctions found.
4. Provide documentation and training designed to prevent the reoccurrence of the
energy-wasting malfunction.
• Recommissioning:
The most employed or considered outside resource is Recommissioning. The
ability of these services to enhance operating efficiency is highly variable and
depends upon what the building owner asked the recommissioning provider to do,
and upon the skills and objectives of the provider.
The recommissioning reports reviewed showed that the providers' efforts are
typically divided between identifying operating savings opportunities, evaluating
equipment upgrade opportunities and considering improvements to correct
chronic comfort or maintenance problems.
There appears to be no standardized format for recommissioning studies. The
energy-consuming equipment that gets studied is determined by the intentions of
the owner and the expertise and interest of the provider. As a result, few
recommissioning projects can assure the owner that all of their significant energyconsuming systems are operating efficiently.
Some studies identify considerable opportunities to reduce energy consumption
through the efficient operation of the existing equipment, thus supporting the
thesis that significant energy waste can occur undetected.
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Many of the energy-wasting malfunctions found and corrected are prone to recur,
and the recommissioning process does not put in place processes designed to
prevent these recurrences. The persistence of operating efficiency is dealt with by
the recommendation that the recommissioning process be repeated every five
years. This approach to operating efficiency will result in an excess energy use
pattern as illustrated by Fig. 1 on page 13.
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Figure 1.

CI LEED for Existing Buildings (LEED EB)
One section of the total LEED EB rating system deals with "Operation &
Maintenance", and one portion of this section ("Energy and Atmosphere")
addresses energy-efficient performance. Existing building recommissioning is
called for, consisting of investigation and analyses, implementation, and ongoing
recommlsslOlllng.

The requirements for this work include some form of all of the key energy
management capabilities noted above. However, very little detail is provided,
leaving it up to each provider to determine the method and quality of execution.
The provider is required to simultaneously evaluate the operating efficiency of the
existing equipment and identify cost-effective opportunities for equipment
upgrade and replacement. The allocation of limited project funds between
optimizing operations and capital improvements tends to favor capital
improvements as (1) the identification and cost/benefit analysis of capital
improvements is very time-consuming and (2) the engineering people typically
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involved in this work have considerable experience with designing system
upgrades and far less experience with existing equipment operation.
The LEED EB process recognizes the key activities necessary to achieve and
sustain energy-efficient operation; however, consistently achieving the intent of
each of these activities will require the development of procedures and formats to
guide the providers. It is also critical that the projects be structured to ensure that
"operations" portions receive the appropriate portion of the project time, skills
and funding.
• LEED for New Construction and Major Renovations (LEED NC)
The "Energy and Atmosphere" section of the LEED NC rating system addresses
energy performance.
The LEED NC rating system was reviewed to see how it ensures that a new
building is using only as much energy as is necessary to perform its intended
function, and what provision is made for the persistence of this operating
efficiency.
The process calls for the "Fundamental Commissioning of the Building Energy
Systems". Included in this commissioning is the verification of the installation
and performance of HVAC and lighting systems. The focus of this work is to
determine if they meet the "Owners Project Requirements" and the "Basis of
Design". This process assumes operating efficiency will result from meeting
these goals without specifically asking for verification that the systems are using
only as much energy as necessary.
The "Optimized Energy Performance" credit specifies methods for determining
how the total energy consumption compares to an energy-code based equivalent
building. This process offers no assurance that each significant energy-consumer
is operating at optimal efficiency.
The "Enhanced Commissioning" credit has two requirements that could make a
significant contribution to sustain operating efficiency. Requirement #4 calls for
the creation of a "System Manual" designed to provide operators with information
on how to maintain and operate systems. The operating efficiency value of these
manuals will depend upon how specifically they focus on identifying each
system's vulnerability to excess energy use, and on proscribing methods to
prevent the occurrence. The manual content called for in the "Reference Guide"
is general, and the content specifically targeted to sustain energy-efficient
operation will be entirely dependent upon the interest and experience of the
provider.
Requirement #5 calls for training of building operators and occupants. Like the
systems manual, training is an absolutely necessary component in achieving and
sustaining energy-efficient operation. The content and delivery of the training is
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very generally described and its quality is totally dependent upon the particular
provider.
The energy-efficient operation portion of the LEED NC process would benefit
from the development of system manuals and training procedures specifically
targeted at sustaining energy-efficient operation.
• ASHRAE Procedure for Commercial Building Energy Audits
The components of the ASHRAE Level I, II and III audit were reviewed in light
of how each contributes to the goal of achieving and sustaining the energy-efficient
operation of all significant energy consumers and if they encompass the key activities
listed in the introduction above (page 8).
The breakdown of total annual energy use into end-use components is called for
in Level I and refined in Level II. This information is very useful in setting priorities for
an energy-efficient operation process.
The Level II audit calls for measuring key operating parameters, which is
essential to verifying energy-efficient operation. There is little specificity in what is
measured and how, leaving the quality and thoroughness of this work very providerdependent. Also, there is no provision for identifying the measurements that should be
incorporated into a process to sustain operating efficiency.
The ASHRAE audit process is designed to identify and analyze the cost/benefit of
both capital improvements and operating improvements simultaneously, and it is up to
the provider to determine what portion of the project budget will be devoted to these two
categories of improvement opportunities. The design engineering expertise (as opposed
to operating experience) of most providers, along with the extra rigor of documentation
and analysis of capital improvements, tends to divert time and resources away from the
operating efficiency analysis.
The product of these audits is a blended list of both operating and capital
improvement opportunities. It is not in the proscribed scope to implement any of the
opportunities identified. Also, it is not the goal of these audits to generate and organize
information designed to ensure future energy-efficient operation. While these audits have
the potential to identify the operating efficiency improvement opportunities, they are not
designed to achieve energy-efficient operation of all significant energy consumers, nor
are they designed to assist in their sustained operating efficiency
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VIII. Conclusions
The most general conclusion of this survey is that operating efficiency in buildings
presents a significant opportunity for energy conservation, with energy use reductions of
10-20% possible in most buildings. Numerous programs and services have been directed
at this opportunity, but their success has been partial and temporary.
Participants in this survey agree that the complexity of design of our newest and most
energy-efficient buildings make them even more susceptible to operational inefficiencies,
indicating that all buildings, old and new, will continue to waste energy until we put
processes in place to prevent it.
This is an opportune time to combine the best of current practices, supplemented with
new practices where required, into a new management process designed specifically to
achieve and sustain energy-efficient operation.
Few managers of facilities are well-informed about the energy savings that could be
achieved through the improved operating efficiency of their existing equipment. Most of
the voices encouraging increased energy-efficiency have a bias towards the upgrade or
replacement of equipment, leading building managers to believe that the only means to
reduce energy consumption is through capital projects.
Many managers believe that performing their regularly scheduled maintenance
procedures will ensure operating efficiency, without considering that most of these
procedures are designed to avoid comfort complaints or equipment failure, but few are
specifically designed to detect and eliminate excess energy use.
Managers of facilities do not typically recognize that the forces that cause building to use
more energy than necessary are varied, unpredictable and prone to reoccurrence over
time. Because of this, an occasional engineering intervention (energy audit,
recommissioning study, etc.) can offer only temporary improvement. It is evident that
building managers would benefit from a clearer understanding that sustained operating
efficiency can only be achieved by an ongoing management process.
Once aware of the need for an energy-efficient operational process, building managers
will need a model upon which to organize a process appropriate for their facility. A
survey of the available literature reveals numerous guides and suggested tasks, but work
needs to be done to layout a generic comprehensive process for facility managers to
follow.
Building managers will need technical assistance in the initial setup of each building's
energy-efficient operation process, and engineers will need some training to provide
those startup services.
Building operators will require training in the process tasks and managers will need
training in how to supervise the process.
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IX. Recommendations
An analysis of this survey's findings has resulted in the following recommendations:

1. Develop information and/or training to inform building owners and
managers regarding the energy-saving potential of an energy-efficient
operation process.
2. Develop a self-assessment tool that will allow building managers to assess
the status of their efficient operation management capability and estimate
the savings potential.
3. Develop a model energy efficient operation process that can serve as a
template for setting up the process in specific buildings. This work shall
include a survey of current best practices, development of a draft process,
one or more pilot projects and final process design.
4. Develop a service designed to assist building owners in setting up a
process in their building(s), while at the same time identifying and
correcting current inefficiencies.
5. Devise programs to assist in defraying the cost of the process setup.
6. Train technical personnel in providing these startup services.
7. Train building operators to perform the energy efficient operation process
tasks
8. Train building managers to supervise and manage the energy-efficient
operation process.
It is evident that the organizational structure under which building are occupied and
managed vary widely. For example, the interrelationship between all of the people who
operate energy-consuming equipment in K-12 schools is considerably different than in
corporate office buildings or in a tenant-occupied suburban office building. It is possible
that a number of training approaches may be required, tailored to the needs of defined
categories of buildings and management structures.

There are a number of related services available to building owners that could be
coordinated to contribute to a building's ongoing energy-efficient operation process.
Toward that end, the following are recommended:
1. Train recommissioning practitioners to provide services and
documentation useful to the setup of an energy-efficient operation process.
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2. Train design engineers to include operating documentation and
measurement techniques in operating manuals and LEED studies.
3. Train maintenance contractors to perform energy-efficient operation
services; train building manager in how to request and manage these
services.

Attachment A
Managing the Efficient Operation of Energy-Consuming Equipment in Buildings

Mode A

DETERMINES
CRITERIA
Occupant

OPERATES
EQUIPMENT
Occupant

ModeB

Occupant

Building
Engineer

Scheduled lighting control
Occupancy sensor lighting control
AHU occupied/unoccupied schedule
Space temperature setpoints
Ventilation air

ModeC

Building
Engineer

Building
Engineer

AHU:
Outside air control
Mixed air control
Preheat temperature
Cooling setpoint
Reheat control
Supply air temperature control
Fan speed control
Chiller
Cooling tower
Boiler
Hydronic loop control
Exhaust fans
Domestic water heating
Garage exhaust
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EXAMPLES
Switched lighting
Computers
Copiers
Misc. plug loads
Lab hoods
Kitchen exhaust
Kitchen equipment
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Case Studies
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